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ABSTRACT
KIDS & BOOKS:

A MODEL FOR TELEVISION

AS A MEDIUM TO LEAD CHILDREN TO LITERATURE
FEBRUARY 1992
KATHLEEN DUNNE GAGNE,

B.S.E., WESTFIELD STATE COLLEGE

M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by:

Professor Masha K.

Rudman

The purpose of this study is to examine the
relationship between television and recreational reading
and to investigate one program, Kids & Books.

as a model

for television as a medium that can lead children to
literature.

Educators agree that it is important to

nurture a love of reading in children and that
recreational reading habits are affected by television
viewing.
This study discusses the development of one locally
produced television program, Kids & Books,

which

attempts to promote recreational reading in children
ages nine through twelve.

After showing Kids & Books to

fourth grade children a study was conducted to determine
if this program motivated its viewers to read for
pleasure.
Students filled out questionnaires designed to help
create a Reading and Television Profile for each child
before and after the study.

v

Over a six to eight week

period the students viewed three segments of Kids &
Books which featured particular authors and contained
"Book Look",

a segment created by children to motivate

others to read.

After each program the teachers

facilitated audiotaped discussions using guidelines
developed for this study.
Data from the two questionnaires were compared and
analyzed to see whether the students had been influenced
by watching Kids & Books.

The audiotaped discussions

were selectively transcribed and were analyzed for more
subjective information,

particularly about the

children's responses to their peers and to Patricia
MacLachlan,

the author who was interviewed.

The study showed that the children did respond
positively to Kids & Books.

In many cases their reading

attitudes showed improvement;
increased;

reading categories

reasons for book selection expanded to

include television.

The children showed strong

responses to authors who had been featured on the three
Kids & Books programs,

particularly MacLachlan.

Suggestions for further study include analyzing the
role that children play in motivating each other to
read;

determining how television programs like Kids &

Books can be effective outside the classroom setting;
and examining the impact that a televised interview with
an author has upon children as readers and writers.
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CHAPTER

I

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND BACKGROUND

Focus of the Study

It is the intent of this study to examine the
relationship between television and recreational reading
and to describe one way in which television serves as a
medium that can lead children to literature.
Specifically the study focuses on three main areas:
1.

A historical description of television for

children with a particular focus on those programs that
have been shown to affect recreational reading.
2.

A review of the literature which discusses the

impact of television on children,

particularly those

studies that examine television as a motivator for
recreational reading;
read for pleasure;

the ways children are motivated to

the active involvement of children in

creating their own television.
3.

A chronological description of one model of a

television program, Kids & Books.
by this author,

which was

co-created

which has as its goal the intention of

leading children to literature;

and an evaluation which

determines whether children were motivated to read by
Kids

& Books♦

1

This evaluation was two-fold.

Three classrooms of

fourth graders were asked to view Kids & Books.

Their

responses to the videotaped programs and the books which
were described,

and their opinions about favorite

components of the program were audiotaped.

In addition

)

these students anonymously filled out a pre-and post¬
study questionnaire about their interest and involvement
with both reading and television.

This data provided

this researcher with information about the reading
profiles of these students as well as their responses to
Kids & Books.

Assumptions

The fundamental assumptions underlying this study
are:
1.

Television impacts its viewers and,

as such,

has

a role to play as a motivator in reading.
2.

Recreational reading of books is valuable for

children.
3.

Children have a special role to play in creating

their own television.
4.

Cable television offers opportunities for

teachers,

children and other community members to

experiment with creative,

2

low-budget programming.

Rationale for the Study

Educators agree that children's

literature contains

some of the richest and most meaningful writing of our
time

(Huck and Kuhn,

1989).

1968;

Rudman,

1984;

Trelease,

The medium of television has been considered by

many to be a major reason why children are not reading
for pleasure

(Lamme,

and Zuckerman,

1990;

1975;

Neuman,

Trelease,

1980;

1989;

Singer,

Winn,

Singer

1977).

Although it is clear that television has had a
significant impact on the reading habits of children,

I

became convinced that television could be a positive
force in enticing children to read and enjoy books
(Markle,

Markle and Maccoby,

1975).

I was further

convinced that cable television has a role to play in
encouraging community members to create programs which
can fill this need.

Furthermore,

the access to

opportunities for television production in the cable
system have made it possible for children to participate
in the creation of their own programming.

Background for the Topic

With the publication of George du Maurier’s

1879

drawing in Punch which showed a couple watching a tennis
match on a screen which was placed above the fire,

3

the

possibility of a "telephonoscope",

or telephone

transmitting both picture and voice,

fired the

imagination of the world. Bell's telephone had just been
invented. Marconi was soon to develop his "black box,"
and communication was to become an industry and a way of
life

(Smith,

1961). Television was on the horizon--and

communications would become more complicated, more
intrusive, more overreaching than even visionaries like
H.G. Wells had imagined.
From the 1932 opening of a NBC television station
in the Empire State Building to the premiere of weekly
variety programs like Ed Sullivan's Talk of the Town to
the instant coverage of world events such as the
Challenger accident and the Gulf War,

television has

evolved into a far-reaching medium of phenomenal impact.
What kinds of impact does television have on
children? In Growing Up Reading.
Lamme

(1985)

Linda Leonard

states that "the impact of television upon

children cannot be ignored"

(p.

educators augment this claim,

118). Many other

some with concerns about

the impact and others with suggestions for utilizing
television's influence for good (Gaddy,
Singer and Zuckerman,

1986;

Singer,

1981).

Many people do not confine this educational impact
to public or educational television but also include
network and cable television.
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In a pamphlet by Linda

Kahn (1986) on "Kids and TV:

Ideas for Parents and

Teachers" published by Nickelodeon,

it is suggested that

cable TV can play a role in educating audiences because
"many programs are tailored for specific groups of
people such as children " developing programs which can
/

answer their specific needs.
One need would be to promote literacy. Books Make a
Difference,

a pamphlet commemorating 1987 as The Year of

the Reader, recognizes that the "threat of illiteracy
has been widely recognized and numerous programs have
been established to combat it".
Daniel J.

Boorstin,

Librarian of Congress,

calls

those people who are able to read but choose not to,
"alliterates", and states that "our democracy is built
on books and reading" but is "threatened by the twin
menaces of illiteracy and alliteracy"
Systems,

1986, p.

(Lifetime Learning

2).

Certainly most children learn to read in school.
Lamme

(1985)

states that "schools have as their goal for

instruction that every child should learn how to read.
Rarely do schools go beyond teaching children how to
read,
145).

to helping them develop the reading habit"

(p.

Paul Copperman (1986) agrees and says that the

"real tragedy in American education is that so few
children discover the fascination of reading"

5

(p.

ix).

If children are choosing to watch television
passively over the more active choosing, reading and
digesting a book, why is this detrimental to their
educational development?
stand,

Paul Copperman takes a strong

stating "pleasure reading is one of the most

profound elements in your child's education--profound
because an absorbed reader transforms information into
experience" and "takes a large hand in his own
education,

for almost inevitably he will encounter

elements of geography, history,
philosophy"

science... psychology and

(p.224).

Both books and television have been referred to as
windows.

Lamme

(1985)

calls books "windows that open

through to new ideas and lead to more investigation,
study and research"

(p.

162). Dorothy and Jerome Singer

call television a "window on worlds we might otherwise
never have a chance to explore"
Larrick (1975 ) ,

(1982, p.

22). Nancy

a noted educator concerned with

children's reading,

speculates "probably the greatest

incentive to reading comes from the mass media"
(p.

106).
What is the potential for using television to

stimulate reading?

If television can attract,

influence

and enrich viewers, how can these strengths be best
geared to providing children with a reason to read?
Masha K. Rudman and Barbara Lee(1982),

6

in their book

Mind Over Media,..-- New Wavs to Improve Your Child's
Reading and Writing Skills,
suggestions to parents,

offer many concrete

suggesting that "your children's

liking for television can be used to improve their
reading"

(p.

3).

In an Instructor article which was

later reprinted by the Television Information Office,
Smith and Hawkins stated that they "noted a shocking
lack of discussion about using the medium as an
instrument for stimulating children's reading"
and Hawkins,1978).

Lamme

(Smith

(1985) admits that

"occasionally, TV will stimulate a child to read a book"
(p.119). Rudolf Flesch (1981), whose Whv Johnny Can't
Read and Whv Johnny Still Can't Read rocked educators
and parents,

concedes that "from the point of view of

teaching children to read, TV is a great blessing"
(p.

162).
Nancy Larrick discusses this impact but cautions

against "adult takeover," warning that "parents and
teachers are often the doers leaving the children on the
sidelines to observe"

(p.

164). While children

have appeared on television as talent since the early
fifties in programs like The Mickey Mouse Club, where
the attractive Mouseketeers were role models for my
generation,

only recently have children been involved in

the creation of their own television. This truth was
demonstrated to me when I began to include children in

7

the actual production of Kids & Books.

Later in this

dissertation I will demonstrate how I realized the
validity of Larrick's statement that when "the adult is
willing to let children try out their own ideas,
techniques and experiments," the adult will find that
the child's "ideas are more imaginative than those of an
adult"

(p.

164).

Since its inception, television has been a force to
be reckoned with and never more than today (Singer,
1984).

If indeed, television has a verifiable impact

upon its viewers and a potential for positive influence,
then can television be considered an ideal instrument
for motivating recreational reading? If so, what types
of television programming can be used to meet this goal?
What effect can programming which is created by children
themselves have on the viewer in terms of motivating
reading? Does using television to motivate children's
reading work? This dissertation will attempt to answer
these questions by defining the problem; researching the
educational theories which support the value of
recreational reading,

the concept of using television as

a reading motivator and of having children take an
active role in the creation of television;

describing

one model of a television show which attempts to
motivate children's recreational reading;

8

and,

finally,

attempting to demonstrate that Kids & Books can be used
as a motivator for children's recreational reading.

Mode of Inquiry

There seems to be little question in the minds of
parents and educators that television is a primary
influence on the minds of children in today's world.
"From the time when television was little more than a
possibility,

observers of the medium have regarded it

alternately with hope and with fear."
p.

(Gaddy,

1986,

340). There are many sets of statistics which support

the widely-accepted fact that television has impacted
the American family,
child.

Dorothy G.

and consequently,

Singer (1984)

the growing

states that "the

important member of the family may be the television set
rather than the parent." She says that a preschool child
spends an average of three hours per day in front of the
television set and the elementary school child views
television for four and one-half to five hours daily.
She believes that "before a child enters school he or
she will have spent more time in front of the TV set
than is spent in his or her entire school career"
(p.

442). Paul Copperman of the Institute of Reading

Development cites 15,000 hours in front of the
television as the amount of time spent by the average

9

child from birth to age 17

(Trelease,

1989). According

to Douglass Cater and Stephen Strickland (1975),
of TV Violence and the Child,

authors

in 1973 ”96 percent of the

homes in the United States had one or more television
sets,

and the average set was estimated to be turned on

for more then six hours a day"

(p.

5).

In low socio¬

economic groups, the amount of viewing time seems to
increase. Researchers have found that "poor and black
children spend even more time approximately 5 1/2 to 6
hours per day--before the television set"
al.,

1981,

Television,

p.

19).

(Singer et

In Classroom Combat. Teaching and

educator Maureen Doerken (1983) reports that

the "average American nine to twelve years old will
attend 980 hours of school in a year's time and watch
1340 hours of TV".

She adds that twice as many hours

will be spent in front of the television set by the time
a child graduates from high school as he or she spends
"in front of a teacher"

(p.

8). Therefore,

it is clear

that television is a force to be dealt with.
In describing the impact of television,

emphasis is

often placed on the amount of time spent in that
activity.

But what about other kinds of impact?

Many

educators are concerned that time spent watching
television is time away from other important activities.
Jacqueline Gross

(1986) quotes educator Benjamin Bloom's

comment that television is a "'thief of time'" and
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states that "Time spent watching television is time
spent not doing anything else--and one of the things
children are not doing is reading"
Lee

(1982)

(p.101).

Rudman and

caution that "if your child is neglecting or

avoiding other important areas of life in favor of
television,

then you need to be concerned"

(p.

38).

Something that children are not doing is playing.
Singer,

Singer and Zuckerman

Parent's Guide:

(1990),

authors of A

Use TV to Your Child's Advantage,

discuss the importance of imaginative play in the
child's development,

stating that they believe

"imagination is of great importance not only for the
emotional pleasures

it can bring out but also because it

is tremendously useful

in handling information,

planning,

and in creative activities"

wonder if

"constant stimulus of television programming

may interfere with the child's own

(p.

92).

in
They

'game plans'"

and suggest more study in this area.

Doerken

(p.

93)

(1983)

reports on studies which suggest that children are
modeling themselves after television characters and
states that "having play indirectly influenced by TV may
have deep-seated effects on an individual's
imagination,

his education,

communication as a whole"

creative

and the process of human

(pp.

148-49).

Another concern expressed by educators about the
impact of television focuses on stereotyping because

11

"Social

and ethical

television content"

issues

(Rudman and Lee,

"Research studies have
more power to

are a regular part of

121).

influence

children’s

this

this kind of
audience.

(p.

122).

particular study occurred before

Cosbv Show went on the

audience,

presenting

"less prejudiced"

air.)

Because television has
its

they watch

Singer and Zuckerman found that white

African-Americans were

The

1990,

issues raised in the

children who regularly viewed programs

(Interestingly,

far

attitudes than may

Children are reacting to programs

Singer,

24).

(Singer et al.,

and responding to the underlying
programs.

p.

shown that television has

have been previously believed"
p.

1982,

such a strong

particularly children,

impact upon

it follows

influence might be used to benefit

that
its

Referring to the relationship between children

and television,

Peggy Charren,

head of the

activist group,

Action for Children's Television,

that television can

"instruct,

ideas

experiences"

and uplifting

television a
She

continues

"positive
to

force

In spite of these positive
not been perceived as

and hopes

a tool to

in The Reading

12

to make
and pleasure."

fact that

(Weld,

1987,

comments,

states

provide new

for learning

speak about the

can lead children to books"

In an article

motivate,

landmark

"television

p.

17).

television has

lead children to books.

Teacher.

Susan B.

Neuman (1980) discusses this controversy,

stating that

while some experts view television as a "stimulus for
reading",

others caution that the medium "fosters a need

for quick-paced entertainment which adversely affects
the slower enjoyment of reading"
If,

(p.

801).

as Markle, Markle and Maccoby (1975)

Toward a Literate Society,

state in

"television can play an

important role in a major effort to increase and improve
literacy"

(p.

214),

then what has been done to fulfill

the promise? Fortunately, public television,
particularly the Children's Television Workshop and
Reading Rainbow,

a television program affiliated with

the University of Nebraska, has taken steps to create
national programming which addresses this issue.
Research described later in this dissertation
demonstrates the success of Reading Rainbow. Rudman and
Lee

(1982) write enthusiastically about "TV tie-ins"

which stimulate children to read recreationally.

They

state "even reluctant readers may be attracted to books
that relate to programs they have enjoyed on TV"

(p.

32) .
Certainly the influence of Action for Children's
Television has been instrumental in making the public
aware of issues concerning the relationship between
children and television. Television programs need to be
created which can address this need. President Peggy
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Charren states that producers must "take ideas that are
not costly for production,

...

creativity into children's TV"

and to put more
(Weld,

1987, p.

18).

What are some ways to put more creativity into TV?
What might be an example of a television show which
promotes recreational reading? How can such a show be
developed into a vehicle which leads children to
literature? This study attempts to answer these
questions while addressing the need for creative
programming for children which takes advantage of the
power of television,

since "Any medium of communication

that combines both sight and sound enjoys precious
advantages for learning"

(Cleary,

1972, p.

4).

Limitations

Although the accessibility of videotapes has
changed the way in which we use television, this study
will not deal with the videotape explosion.

Certainly

children's programming has been enhanced by the
development of materials suitable for videotape. However
this constitutes a different area from broadcast
television and was not dealt with in this dissertation.
Recreational reading was restricted to trade books
and literature and did not include magazines,
books, newspapers,

etc.

comic

The impact of Kids & Books was

14

evaluated in the classroom environment.
Because Kids & Books is a local origination cable
program,

it is run on a very low budget. Little money is

spent on advertising or marketing,

although this may

change during the duration of this research. Newspaper
articles have been written about Kids & Books. but the
primary methods by which viewers are attracted to watch
the show are word-of-mouth,the ubiquitous remote control
device,

or "clicker", which may cause viewers to light

upon the program;

and the "CG" or character generator,

that lists programs to be aired.
viewers are "chance viewers",

Because so many

I believe that using a

classroom setting as a site for this research gave
greater reliability for the study in terms of a target
audience.
Because of my position as both producer and host of
Kids & Books.

I was not present at the sites where the

study took place.

I relied on the pre- and post-study

questionnaires and the audiotaped discussions of the
children’s responses.

Therefore,

I was not able to use

visual observations of my own to factor into the
analysis of the study.

15

Design of the Study

The purpose of this study was to investigate the
impact of television as a motivator of recreational
reading for children, using Kids & Books as a model. The
final component of this dissertation is a report of a
study which demonstrated the impact of Kids & Books on
the recreational reading choices of its viewers. This
component has been divided into background observations
and collection and analysis of the data.

Background Observations
Kids & Books is a 28 minute local program
which is aired on Continental Cablevision-affiliated
stations in the greater Springfield area.

In Springfield

and Longmeadow it is aired on Wednesday evenings at
7 p.m.

and Monday through Friday at 4 p.m.

In addition

it is occasionally aired at assorted other times on an
irregular basis. Kids & Books has been aired
sporadically in the Westfield, Northampton and Enfield,
Connecticut,

systems at the discretion of the respective

managers.
At this writing,

there are no means to distribute

any literature to viewers about the books discussed on
the program. Titles which are discussed or included on
the "Book Look" segment are generated on the screen and

16

in the credits.

Authors and titles are mentioned

several times during the course of each show by the host
and/or guests.
Each program on Kids & Books has a theme and books
mentioned relate to this theme. The children on set are
often from a variety of public and private schools in
the area and they come prepared to discuss a particular
book,

author or idea. They often recommend or

spontaneously critique a book under discussion.
There are usually three studio segments of Kids &
Books During those times the host and children who
appear as guests discuss a favorite book or author,
issue raised by something that has been read,

an

or

interact with an adult guest who has some relationship
to the topic or book being discussed.

For example,

a

Native American appeared on one Kids & Books program to
discuss his reaction to the portrayal of a tribe from
Maine which was a focus of a book which the children and
host had also read. These studio segments are
interrupted by two "roll-in” segments which have been
prepared earlier. These field segments may show an
interview with an author or illustrator or a visit to
the library.
Look",

Included in almost every program is "Book

a three minute segment created by children which

shows humorous characters reviewing and rating books.
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The program is designed to promote recreational
reading to children aged approximately 9 to 12,
depending on individual preferences.
are geared to a younger reader;

Sometimes the books

other times an issue or

author may be more suitable to an older viewer.
Generally, the children on set range from 10 to 13 years
old.

Collection and Analysis of the Data
This study was set up in five segments over a ten
week period. Three fourth grade classes from the western
Massachusetts area were asked to participate.
Cooperation from each of the teachers was required. The
study was separated into these segments:
1. A pre-study questionnaire was distributed to
each student. Teachers assured the children that the
questionnaires were anonymous and their responses should
be honest and forthright. This questionnaire was
designed to create both a reading and television-viewing
profile of each student.
2.

Students viewed a Kids & Books program which

included a "Book Look" segment. Sample questionnaires
given to the teachers were designed to encourage the
students to talk about the program,

the books that were

discussed and their favorite segments of the show. This
discussion was facilitated by the teacher who audiotaped
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it.

Books discussed were available for the children if

they wished.
3.

This process was repeated twice with different

Kids & Books programs.

There were two week intervals

between viewings. Both methods were designed to provide
information to this researcher as to the impact of Kids
& Books on its viewers and the importance of the child's
involvement in the creation of Kids & Books.
4.

Finally a post-study questionnaire was

completed by the fourth grade students. This
questionnaire was also anonymous and was identical in
content to the pre-study questionnaire.
The questionnaires and audiotapes were collected by
me and grouped according to the three populations.

I

matched the numbered questionnaires together and made
preliminary comparisons about the reading and
television-viewing profiles of each student.

I examined

first the reading profiles and noted any changes during
the course of the study. Then I did the same with the
television profiles.

I listened extensively to the

audiotaped responses and made selected transcripts for
each of the three sessions.

I reached general

conclusions about the changes that occurred in each
population as well as specific conclusions for certain
students. Finally I compared the three populations to
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each other in terms of teacher interaction and
questioning and book availability.

Literature to be Reviewed

Much research has been conducted concerning the
relationship between television and recreational
reading. How is TV used as a motivator of reading? When
is it a positive force in the encouragement of reading
in children?
Two of the foremost experts in the area of children
and television are Dorothy G. Singer and Jerome Singer,
founders and co-directors of the Family Television
Research and Consultation Center at Yale University.
examined their many books,

I

articles and monographs for a

thorough overview of the current research in this area.
Other educators in this field, notably Daniel A.
Anderson and Patricia A.

Collins from the University of

Massachusetts, whose report of the impact of television
on cognitive development is a landmark study, were
examined for their perspectives on the positive and
negative effects of television on children.
Nationally recognized reading educators such as
Masha K. Rudman, Nancy Larrick, Dixie Lee Spiegel,
Lesley Mandel Morrow and Jacqueline Gross provided
insight into the nature of reading motivation and the
value of recreational reading.
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I was particularly aided

by Jim Trelease's The New Read-Aloud Handbook which
provided a more positive outlook toward connecting
reading and television than did his previous editions.
Professional journals such as The Reading Teacher and
Language Arts were examined; however, media journals
such as Methods and Media were not particularly helpful
in this endeavor. Journals related to reading and
communications provided more information on developing a
positive response to reading, using a variety of
methods,

including television; media journals were more

focused on the mechanics of the library system.
I examined information provided by professionals in
television, particularly the outreach department of
Reading Rainbow. The pamphlets developed by Action for
Children’s Television provided excellent information
about children's involvement in television.
This study will attempt to build on the research
concerning recreational reading,

children and television

done by the Singers, Morrow and others and try to
discover more about what the effect of children creating
television has on motivating other children to read.

The Evolution of Kids & Books

Recreational reading is crucial to the development
of an aware and vital person.
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Children who read

recreationally enjoy success in school, both on reading
achievement tests and in terms of general knowledge
(Neuman,

1980). Recreational reading enhances the

lifestyle of children who may not have substantial
experiential background by making it possible for them
to travel and explore with their imaginations. They can
visualize possibilities for themselves with the aid of
books.
In my experience as a teacher and parent,

I have

noticed children's reading habits. Different sorts of
children stand out in my mind.

I have categorized some

children as "reluctant readers",

some as "voracious

readers". While some children will read literally
anything and prefer to have a stack of books waiting "in
the ready", others read only for school assignments and
it is often a painful experience.

Such children have

told me that when they have finished reading books by
their favorite authors, they do not know what to choose
next.
I decided that I wanted to share my favorite books
and authors with children, but wanted a larger audience
than my family,

friends or students.

I developed a book

review column about children's books called "Kids &
Books" and published it in Family Journal,

a local

newspaper. Publishers agreed to send me new books to
review so I became aware of the newest titles for
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children as well as old favorites which were reissued.
Informal response to my column (usually in the form of
remarks by readers of the column when I happened to meet
them) was positive.
Although the readership of Family Journal was over
10,000,

I knew I was not reaching my intended audience

of children directly. Parents and teachers indicated
that the books I reviewed often prompted them to find
the book, but the children were not reading the column.
After a great deal of thinking about ways in which I
could reach children directly,
form of media.

I decided to use another

I reasoned that the logical place to

reach children was what had been documented as a
favorite pastime and one that had proven to have a
substantial impact on them -- television.

Since I

understand that television is considered to be a major
influence on children,

I reasoned that a book review

program on television might motivate children to read
some of the books presented.
Television,

as already stated, plays a major role

in influencing viewers
1982,

(Singer et al.,1981). Up until

little had been done on television to advocate

particular books or authors. For example,

Captain

Kangaroo read a story on each program; many people
remember hearing Mike Mulligan and the Steam Shovel on
that program.

Shirley Temple hosted a program called
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Shirley Temple's Storybook which featured dramatizations
of fairy tales and sold a book of tales which
accompanied the program.

CBS’s After School Specials

aired teleplays based on books but often changed the
titles so that only an astute viewer would be able to
recognize that there was a related book to read.
Kids & Books began with the conviction that many
children were not aware of the range of potential
choices available to them and therefore were reading
less for recreation. Talking with children’s librarians
and working with students reinforced this conclusion.
In addition,

I wondered what prompted children to

make certain selections.

I assumed that some books would

be immediately popular with children in much the same
way books are popular with adults: name recognition of
the author; the title; the book jacket;
matter.

or the subject

Because of my teaching experience I was also

aware of the impact that peer recognition had on the
popularity of certain books, particularly in the
classroom. All of these assumptions factored into the
development of Kids & Books.
I talked over the idea with some teachers and
parents and most were enthusiastic about the need for
and appeal of such a program. Few people had any idea of
how to go about developing

a program, but Glenda

Jackson of Amherst public radio station WFCR gave me
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some interesting information about cable television.
Since a cable television company had just received
permission to begin programming in Springfield,

she

suggested that I approach them for information about
public access to studios.
At this point I realized I would need a permanent
sounding board,

someone to help develop the program and

share the leg work.
parent,

I

approached another teacher and

Mary Ann Russell,

and she agreed that the

potential existed for such a program.
I

After some urging

convinced Russell to join me in my endeavor.
We had many decisions to make.

We discussed various

types of programs and audiences and tried to identify
needs which we wanted our program to meet.

Would the

show be geared to children or parents? Would it be
strictly books reviews or would we include conversation
about issues and relevant books? How would we make
people aware of the wealth of children’s book authors
and illustrators in our area? Who would be the host?
What experts would we involve and why? And always,
would our audience be? Finally,

who

we identified these

goals:
1.

To motivate the

"middle age reader"

(generally

considered to be from ages 9-13).
2.

To expose the audience to books written by

a variety of authors.
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3.

To represent children from a cross-section of

Springfield,

reflecting a response to racial and ethnic

diversity.
4.

To showcase the creators of children's books

with a special emphasis on authors and illustrators who
live in the Pioneer Valley.
5.

To include community members who share books and

their own expertise with the audience.
6.

To offer the opportunity for peer

recommendations about books.
7.

To invite discussions about issues raised by

books.
8.

To

"celebrate" recreational reading and the

opportunities for growth which reading engenders.
Mary Ann and I began to watch a lot of television.
We needed to analyze set designs of several studio
programs,

as well as make notations on various program

formats with a view to creating one for our own series.
I had been inspired by Channel

57's

Soapbox,

a

discussion program which featured adolescents airing
their views about subjects like alcoholism.

I wanted to

use a similar studio format in our show to facilitate
discussions about books.
Finally we came to some decisions.
last for thirty minutes.

Each show was to

We planned to include children

on the set along with a host who would lead discussions
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on book-related issues.

We decided to add another

component called a "special segment" which would
highlight a classroom where students celebrated reading
in a special way;
local

an author interview;

or a visit to a

site connected in some way to a book or topic we

were discussing.

These special segments would be used as

breaks from the

discussion portions of the program.

Because
age range,

I

enjoyed interacting with children in this

and because

appearing on camera,

I was attracted to the idea of

I wanted to be the host.

Russell

agreed to do occasional author interviews but wished to
spend more time behind the scenes.

We determined that we

would share the producer's responsibilities.
to call the program Kids
column,

We decided

& Books after the book review

hoping to take advantage of whatever credibility

I had established.
It was at this point that we decided to approach
Continental Cablevision,

our local cable company,

our idea for the series,

Kids & Books.

with

The Development of a Series
Russell and I decided that cable television was a
good place to start.

We had read articles

in newspapers

and television magazines touting the advent of the cable
industry and its potential impact on the local
community.

Furthermore,

in its search for new
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programming,

Continental Cablevision advertised on the

television screen,

inviting interested people to present

their ideas to the programming director.
I spoke to Jim Trelease,

a neighbor and the author

of The New Read-Aloud Handbook. An outspoken critic of
television, Jim liked the idea of using the medium to
promote reading instead of to compete with it. He urged
me to go ahead with the idea. With that encouragement,
Russell called Continental Cablevision, resulting in an
appointment to see Brian Lambert, the director of
operations in Springfield.
In preparing for that meeting, Russell and I went
over our plans and developed a presentation.
posters to illustrate two key points:

I made

first, why

Springfield was the ideal site for a television program
which promoted reading for children;

and second,

about what we would do for program topics,

ideas

special

segments, books and library "commercials" and guests.
Lambert agreed with both our concept and its
initial execution. He asked us to do thirteen programs
to make up a series,

and was very clear that a large

part of our efforts would be on a volunteer basis, with
each of us only drawing a small salary. He announced
that Kids & Books would be one of the first "local
origination" programs in the Springfield cable system.
As stated previously,

local origination means that the
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cable system would pay fox* the technical production
costs and would work with a local producer. Russell and
I left that meeting with a new challenge: putting
together an actual program.

Challenges
Our first challenge concerned the set. We knew that
a set meant where the studio portion of the program took
place and we wanted certain elements included which
would convey messages,

e.g.

that reading could take you

far away; that reading was relaxing; that reading
expanded horizons.
One symbol that kept insinuating itself in my mind
was a hot air balloon. That image,

as a logo, would

convey the messages that we wanted. The idea of reading
as a lofty, yet relaxing trip was one that we wanted to
impart both verbally and visually.
We decided on a backdrop of blue sky with clouds,
a huge painting of a hot-air balloon carrying children
of many races,

and giant books for the host and studio

guests to sit on.

This set was designed and built by

Jeffrey Struckman from Stage West,

a well-established

regional theater based in Springfield.
Other challenges included the selection of an
appropriate theme song and the development of an opening
segment for the series. Keeping with our image of
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reading as both relaxing and exciting,

we chose shots of

children reading in a variety of poses and settings from
an easy chair to a treehouse.

These shots were

interspersed in a montage with pictures of hot air
balloons.

Our accompanying song,

’’Floating",

was

recorded by the Moody Blues and had been written to
commemorate the landing of the men on the moon in 1969.
Its uptempo melody sparked our opening montage and we
hoped the combination would entice viewers to stay tuned
for the entire program.

We were assured by the people at

Continental Cablevision that there would be no problem
with copyright because this was a local non-profit cable
series.
At the same time that we were considering music for
the program’s opening and brainstorming topics for the
series,

we were also refining our roles for the studio

portion of the show.

Russell decided to sit in the

control room during taping sessions and I elected to
host the program.

I was eager to direct the content of

each program's discussion myself.
As time went on,
producer was not easy.

Russell and I

learned that being a

For our first year we struggled

to define the job description of producer.
that whenever anything went wrong,
responsibility.
of the producer.

We learned

it was the producer's

Major decisions were within the domain
The following list encompasses much of
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what was expected of the producers of Kids & Books:
1. All scheduling

(studio times,

field segments,

videographer availability).
2.

Deciding upon a theme for each show.

3.

Choosing appropriate books for each show.

4.

Selecting,

contacting and scheduling five or six

children per show.
5. Arranging for guests when needed,
leaders, professionals,

e.g.

community

etc.

6. Arranging interviews with authors or
illustrators.
7.

Scheduling,

accompanying,

logging and editing

all field shoots.
8.

Checking that all edited field pieces were ready

to be rolled in during studio taping.
9.
10.

Giving feedback on camera shots.
Submitting information on credits for the

electronic generator or chyron.
11. Arranging for post-production editing work
where necessary.
12.

Scheduling play dates.

13.

Informing guests of the program play date.

14. Arranging for publicity.
15. Fielding complaints and questions from the
viewing audience.
It became obvious that the producer's role included
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everything from major decision-making to attention to
all details.

Russell and I

struggled with the role

because we had no complete source of information or
delineation of duties of the producer.

We accumulated

information and added skills based on mistakes we made
and tasks we successfully accomplished.

Format of the Program
Russell and I were advised by Continental
Cablevision that Kids

& Books should be primarily a

studio show because this was a much easier task than a
program with many location segments.

Because of the

agreement between Continental Cablevision and Channel
57,

the program would be shot in one take;

words,

in other

there would be little post-production editing

unless Channel

57*s

crew made an error.

Therefore

arrangements were made for a certain studio time slot,
the crew was present,

the cameras rolled and the program

was completed on that date.
Kids

& Books was to be a 28 minute show.

(The extra

two minutes in a 30 minute time slot were for station
identification,

our program opening segment,

allowance

for extra credits and other unforeseen situations.)
During that 28 minute time period,
have two

breaks.

we decided to

We knew our attention wandered from

the television when we looked at the same scene for a
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prolonged period of time and we concluded that this
would be true for children (Anderson and Collins,

1988).

When each program was initially planned and the
books and children selected,

arrangements were made for

the children to receive whatever books were to be
discussed so that they had ample time to read and digest
the books before the program's taping date. Usually I
planned for children to appear on two of the three shows
on any given date.

This way the child was often more

relaxed for the second show and each program to be taped
had a mixture of first-time guests and more experienced
ones.
We divided the 28 minutes into five sections, three
for studio discussions and two breaks.

I timed the

breaks around whatever conversations the children and I
planned.

In the first segment,

I introduced each show,

welcomed the child guests and the audience,

and gave a

brief description of the show's theme and/or book. Then
the children introduced themselves,

giving name and age.

During the time between our arrival "on set" and
the time when the tape would actually roll,

I sat with

the children and tried to relax them. We discussed what
the show was about and my first questions.

During this

time I often asked the children for feedback to discover
what they'd like to talk about.
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Gradually Russell and I learned that planning for
an early break prevented the beginning of the program
from becoming sluggish. That allowed for more time in
the middle section to talk with a studio guest or have a
detailed discussion of the book,

author or issue

involved. This section was followed by a longer break.
Near the close of the program the floor director
informed me of how much time was left in the show.
Sometimes a guest had spoken longer than planned or a
discussion became very animated and extra time was used
up. This decision was made either in the control room by
my co-producer or on the spot by me.

I simply allowed

the discussion to continue before breaking and let the
control room know why during the break. Then I closed
the show with a thank-you to my guests and an invitation
for the audience to read the book or books mentioned on
the program.
Although the program has changed over the past
several years, the basic studio format has remained the
same.

At the present time, we try to provide two or

three breaks.

Inserted into the program during the

breaks are "roll-ins",

or edited field pieces. During

these breaks, the children, guest and I plan what topic
we’ll discuss next,

or relax and watch the roll-in

segment which is shown to us on a monitor.

I use this

time to compliment the children and ask their opinions
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about what we should discuss in the remaining time.

(See

Appendix C.)
Planning and executing the studio portion of Kids &
Books is not complicated. The final result has depended
upon the energy generated during the filming. Perhaps
this explains why I have found that the third show
filmed on any given day is the easiest.

Both the guests

and I seem more relaxed and the crew of interns has
adapted to the format of the program.

Edited Field Pieces
While Russell and I had developed confidence in our
ability to plan each program’s format and discussion
content, we knew that audiences would soon tire of
watching a host and some children spend 28 minutes
discussing books.

Each program would have to have

segments filmed elsewhere to give some visual vitality
to the program. We had labeled these "special segments”
but soon learned that they were identified as ”EFP”'s or
"roll-ins". They demanded a great deal of work.
Because we wanted to feature the library as a
convenient source of reading materials, we decided to
create a series of library commercials which we hoped
would encourage reading and also give information on how
to use the library. One segment showed a young Hispanic
girl and her mother signing up for a library card.
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Another featured a child pulling a wagon loaded with
books out of the library.

"That should be enough for the

weekend," she calls to a friend.

In another segment,

a

librarian demonstrates how to use the card catalog.
What emerged from these sessions,

our first

experiments with field shoots, was a set of library
"commercials" which demonstrated that our ideas, though
unformed and untested,

could create meaningful video.

Author and Illustrator Interviews
One aspect of Kids & Books to which Russell and I
were committed

was the idea of making authors and

illustrators accessible to the child audience. As stated
before, we had a particular desire to feature authors
and illustrators from the Pioneer Valley. This was
because we wanted children to realize that many of the
creators of books for children lived and worked nearby.
Our first interview was with Paula Danziger,

author

of The Cat Ate Mv Gvmsuit and other humorous novels. The
occasion for this interview was the annual Perspectives
in Children's Literature conference held at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Masha Rudman,

director of the conference,

agreed

that we might interview Danziger if she was willing.
Russell contacted Danziger and arrangements were made
with her,

the conference officials and a videographer.
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Russell had read all
prepared questions.
complicated the

We

situation.

We had assumed that Russell

filmed head on,

learned that they would be

with both in the

filmed separately,

with Russell having to re-ask her questions
Danziger had finished answering.
faces

during this

and

Yet again our inexperience

and Danziger would be
shot.

of Danziger's books

part of

difficult for Russell

to

the

after

Danziger joked and made

filming,

appear as

making

if the

it

interview was

taking place.
During the next few weeks,

Russell

every word spoken by both parties

and

in the

After planning what we wanted included,
together with an editor.

Because

to ramble

on when speaking

Russell's

face,

Later we
an

it was

had to

we pieced it
tendency

and the tension appearing

learned that it was

not necessary to

When Russell

and two

wide

shot was used with a few brief re-asks

This

is more

shoot

children
a

afterwards.

difficult for the videographer but easier

on the people

involved in the

interview.

In addition to MacLachlan,
author of The Wav Home,

Nettie’s Trio
welcomed us

on

do.

interviewed author Patricia MacLachlan at her home,

Turner,

log

interview.

of Danziger’s

not easy to

interview in that way.

I

South,

to be

to her writing

Kids

invited Ann

Dakota Dugout and

on the
studio,
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& Books

set.

Jane Yolen

allowed us

to

capture

her storytelling skills at a local college,
us in the studio.

and visited

We visited illustrator Ruth Sanderson

at her studio and she showed our viewers a sketch of a
horse that she drew as a child.

(At that time Sanderson

was best known for her illustrations of Black Stallion
book covers.)
At the Children's Literature Festival at Keene
State College in Keene,
Nancy Bond,

New Hampshire,

author of A String

we interviewed

in the Haro.

On one

memorable day we spoke with Katherine Paterson and
Elizabeth George Speare,

both winners of the Newbery

Award.
Visitors to Springfield have provided us with
resources,

including British author Lynne Reid Banks,

poet X.

Kennedy and Madeleine L'Engle.

J.

Kids & Books programs featuring authors or
illustrators caused the studio tapings to be very
easy-to-do.

Sometimes,

however,

children expressed

frustration that they couldn't meet the authors
themselves and preferred those programs where authors
were guests on set.

Some children expressed regret that

they did not meet someone we had seen in a roll-in
segment.

They often commented about the physical

appearance of a particular author or the genesis of a
favorite book.

This suggests that children consider
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personal

contact with an author or illustrator to be

meaningful.

Public Service Announcements and Promotional Segments
Another form of roll-ins are PSA's,
service announcements,
promos.

or public

and promotional segments,

called

These are brief messages which either perform a

public service,

e.g.

promote something,

"Don't drink and drive!";

e.g.

"Watch NBC!" Kids

great many of these segments.

or

& Books did a

Often they could be done

with little preparation and planning.

There might be an

extra bit of videotape or some time and the opportunity
existed to make PSA's or promos about the show or
reading.

In some we had children talking about where

they read.

One child used Spanish to invite the audience

to watch Kids & Books.

Some promos invited the audience

to watch for a particular author on Kids & Books.
Promos

like these usually aired a few minutes

before Kids & Books went on the air.
became roll-ins
created,

Sometimes they

for a particular show.

directed and videotaped entirely by children,

was aired on all of the cable stations:
HBO,
it,

One promo,

the Weather Channel,

etc.

Nickelodeon,

A great many people saw

judging by the response.
This type of video is very easy for children to

produce because of its simplicity.
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Having tried it in my

classroom as well,

I am convinced that, this area is one

where children should be encouraged to experiment.

Assessment of the First Years
Russell and I
first year,

often worked Min the dark" during our

relying mostly on instinct and intuition.

Our efforts did not go unnoticed.
learned that Kids

In March of 1985 we

& Books had been nominated for the

Award for Cable Excellence,

or ACE award,

category of Children’s Programming:
Program Series.

in the

Excellence in a

We were sent to Las Vegas to attend the

award ceremony and it seemed a worthwhile reward for our
efforts.

We did not win the award but it was a

distinction to be nominated.
Our second year reflected our experience as we
began to include more location footage in each show.
tried to vary the subject matter.

We

During our first year

we relied heavily on issues in children’s books;
second year we expanded to include categories

in our

like books

about horses and we increased our author interviews.
We were disappointed not to get a second ACE
nomination,

but the following year I was awarded the

Pioneer Valley Reading Council's
award,

"Celebrate Literacy"

partly for my efforts on Kids & Books.

During our third season we floundered.

Russell had

begun teaching full time and our constant frustrations
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with the show were talking an emotional toll on her.

She

decided to take an unlimited leave of absence from Kids
& Books at the end of 1986.
At that point Continental Cablevision assigned a
staff producer to work with me.

Cecelia Lang was

interested in reviving Kids & Books and we met several
times to discuss ways to accomplish this.
When we lost the ACE award,

I had noted that the

winning show included children performing technical
duties such as videographers,
technicians,

interviewers,

and audio

asked Lang if she thought we could model a

portion of Kids & Books after that program.

After

discussing methods of instruction and time constraints,
we came up with a possible solution.

We would train a

group of students in the public access studio and give
them a chance to create a segment of their own for Kids
& Books.

The Creation of MBook Look"
Depending upon one’s perspective,
ultimately became

creating what

"Book Look" was easy or difficult.

found the whole process exhilarating.

Lang was not so

optimistic.
I

chose a core group of students from past or

current classes,
Kids

many of whom had been involved with

& Books from the beginning.
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I

We had an initial

meeting at the studio.

Lang and I broached the idea of

cr&a'tLng a segment for the show and outlined the
training the children would receive.
enthusiastic.
unrealistic;

The children were

Their ideas flowed quickly.
others

Many were

seemed workable.

The children developed the idea for a book review
segment,

"Book Look",

which featured costumed characters

who rated books from one to five bookmarks based on
their opinions of the book’s readability,

interest level

and quality of writing.
After several weeks of technical training,

where

the children learned and practiced several aspects of
studio production including lighting,
hook-up and set design,

camera work,

audio

the Book Look crew filmed their

first three minute segment at the public access studio
at Continental Cablevision.
A "Book Look"

segment consisted of two characters

sitting in the studio,

holding the book to be reviewed.

Character A reviewed the book,
bookmarks,

rated it from one to five

and ended the review with a brief recap of

the reason for the rating.

Character B did the same.

Then Character A reviewed another book.

At the end

Character B recapped the three books reviewed.
The other crew members worked the cameras,
cards where needed,

held cue

regulated the levels of the audio

and assisted the director

(usually Lang or John Migdal,
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a high school

student who worked with the younger

students for the first year).
Although Lang and I had guided the development of
the children’s thinking toward a book review segment
which we both felt was workable,

the Book Look Crew

strongly supported the idea of using costumed
characters.

I thought the audience would respond to the

children themselves as they reviewed their books.

The

Book Look Crew felt that the costumes and opportunity
for comedy would be more entertaining and attract young
viewers.

Although I was not persuaded to their thinking,

I decided to go along with the idea.

Since I had agreed

that this segment would be developed by the students,
and because I wondered if the students might be more in
tune with the audience than I was,

we decided that

costumed characters would be a component of

’’Book Look".

The Book Look Crew proved to be correct.

Comments

about this segment always include responses to the
characters and their names are easily recognized by
children who talk to me about the show.
The original Book Look Crew is currently in high
school.

They still

form the core of the group and have

developed into junior producers.
II and 12,

ages

have replaced them as the costumed characters

with new reviews.
series,

Younger children,

Book Look

The Book Look Crew also developed a
in Britain,
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and received grants and

donations to film four programs in England. This series,
which aired in 1989,

featured books,

authors and

settings which form much of our literary heritage. As
part of their adventures,
investigated Stonehenge,

the Book Look Crew
interviewed a Yeoman Warder at

the Tower of London and author Leon Garfield,
to the supposed site of Camelot,

climbed up

and shot "Book Looks"

in Oxford and at Dover Castle. The following year,

they

traveled to Germany to prepare a series on the land of
the Brothers Grimm.
for the ACE Award.

Both of these series were nominated
On the Fairy Tale Trail was nominated

for another national award, the Hometown Award,

and for

a state Community Television Award.

The Act Award
In March of 1988,

Continental Cablevision received

notification that Kids & Books had received the
Achievement in Children's Television from Action for
Children's Television,

a media consumer group based in

Boston, Massachusetts. This award was for "Life's a
Poem!",

a‘ program which featured the poetry of X.J.

Kennedy and included an interview with him by Joanna
Russo,

one of the Book Look Crew members. The program

also featured an early "Book Look" segment. The studio
portions of the show focused on original poetry written
by the children who were appearing as guests. When we
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went to the award ceremony, Lang and I realized that
Kids & Books had not competed against other local cable
programs, but against the entire cable industry,
including HBO and the Disney Channel.

Current Status
At this writing, Kids & Books is being produced as
a 12 program series. Lang, having left the series before
the European trips, was transferred to another part of
the cable system.

I worked with another Continental

Cablevision producer,

Dan McNamara, who was part of the

Book Look in Britain team and who was instrumental in
making On the Fairv Tale Trail a reality. We were able
to incorporate better technical standards into the
program by taking advantage of McNamara's extensive
professional background. At present,

I have been

assigned a new executive producer for this season.
Other people have been instrumental in continuing
the production of the series and its off-shoots.
Catherine Buendo,

a school librarian who co-produced

Book Look' in Britain with me, worked as associate
producer for a few seasons.

Her responsibilities

included working with the children who appear as guests
on the programs; procuring guests for the shows;
developing ideas for show topics;
A Wilbraham teacher, Kathy Taylor,
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and managing funding.
assisted me on the

Germany trip,
topics,

and continues to help by suggesting show

arranging roll-in shoots,

as guests.

Kathy Nowicki,

and gathering children

a graduate student at the

University of Massachusetts,

co-produced two programs as

an independent study.
I am currently deciding what goals I would like to
set for Kids & Books for the next five years.

I may

register Kids & Books as a non-profit corporation in
order to increase potential for funding. Other plans
include expanding Book Look to include representation
from minority groups;

providing more public relations

outreach to libraries and schools to increase public
awareness of Kids & Books:
with authors,

cultivating relationships

illustrators and publishers;

seeking more

opportunities for Kids & Books and the Book Look Crew to
produce specific program series like Book Look in
Britain and On the Fairv Tale Trail.
In this chapter I have presented an overview of the
dissertation and provided a chronological perspective on
the development of Kids & Books. The next chapter
reviews the literature which formed the basis for
determining the impact of this local program on the
reading choices of children.
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CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

To provide a foundation for this study, research in
three main areas was reviewed. These areas are:

(1) the

impact of television on children's recreational reading;
(2) television's role in motivating children to read
recreationally;

(3) the role of children as peer

motivators for recreational reading.
Before embarking on a discussion of the literature
related to these areas,

it is important to define the

term "recreational reading" and to discuss what
educators have to say about the desirability of this
activity for children.
This study uses the term "recreational reading" to
mean that reading in which the child engages of his or
her own choice and at a time designated by him or her.
Thus, recreational reading can encompass long periods of
time,

e.g.

an hour before falling asleep;

brief time periods,

and relatively

e.g. while a teacher is checking

attendance. The key factors are self-selection of
reading materials and the child's electing to read.
This study is concerned with books rather than other
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forms of print such as comics, magazines,
Therefore,

etc.

literature to be reviewed concerns the ways

in which children are motivated to read books
recreationally.

Reading Attitudes

Educators agree that the formation of a positive
reading attitude is crucial to the child's achievement
in school.

In the Foreword to Using Literature

Affectively. Dorothy Strickland (1979),

former President

of the International Reading Association,

states

"Promoting the reading habit is a primary goal of every
good reading program"
Shapiro

(p.

iv). The book's editor, Jon E.

(1979), worries that television and other media

are providing so much competition for children's
interest that "although we often speak of creating a
'love of books'

and encouraging our children to become

'lifelong readers,'

one can question whether we do

enough in our schools and homes to seriously compete
with the other media"

(p.

5).

Since "reading attitudes" are so important,
necessary to define what is meant by that term.

it is
In

"Examining Approach-Avoidance Behaviors in Reading",
James Riley (1979) advises educators to use a simple
definition because "we have a tendency to do little
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about pool* attitudes because they appear to be so
complex in nature"

(p.

9). He prefers the "approach" or

"avoidance" responses defined by R. F. Mager. Riley uses
Mager's work as a basis for his own definition of
attitudes toward reading:
Attitude toward reading is a tendency to
respond to reading and related tasks by either
avoiding them or approaching them: a poor
attitude toward reading is a tendency to
respond, habitually or selectively, to such
tasks by avoiding then; b) a positive attitude
toward reading is a tendency to habitually or
selectively respond to such tasks by
approaching them. (p. 10)
Motivating children to choose to read
recreationally is an activity designed to cultivate the
positive attitude Riley speaks about. However, unless a
child naturally gravitates toward books in his or her
free time, why should educators attempt to reinforce
these habitual and/or selective choices? In other words,
what is the value in encouraging the child to read
recreationally?

The Importance of Recreational Reading

Dixie Lee Spiegel

(1981)

is one of the myriad of

educators who are concerned not only about the people
who can't read but also the people who don't read. She
states that "The development of a love of reading is too
important to be left to chance"
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(p.

4).

She urges

recreational reading programs,

saying such a program

promotes "positive attitudes toward reading,
experiential background,
fluency,

expands

enhances automaticity and

provides opportunity for practice in the use of

context clues,

and expands meaning vocabularies"

(p.

4).

In her introduction to Spiegel's book, Reading for
Pleasure: Guidelines.

Olive S. Niles, the then-President

of the International Reading Association,

suggests that

educators join with parents and libraries "to coordinate
efforts designed to help children realize what they will
miss if they do not voluntarily read"

(p. v). Spiegel

augments this comment when she refers to students with
"restricted backgrounds". While television has added
much to viewer awareness of our world, books have
allowed more time and control to "savor the experience."
She states:
For students with restricted backgrounds,
expanding worlds through books is especially
important.
Children who have never traveled
beyond their neighborhood ...
can begin the
circuitous route toward expanding the worlds
in their heads by reading, (p.ll)
In Becoming a Nation of Readers,

the empirical

evidence of the value of recreational reading is
emphasized.
independent,

"Research suggests that the amount of
silent reading children do in school is

significantly related to gains in reading achievement"
(Anderson et al.,

1984, p.

76). The Commission laments

the fact that so little time is allowed for recreational
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reading in the average classroom,

citing an average of

seven to eight minutes per day in the lower grades,
about fifteen minutes in the middle grades.
The Commission cites one study where fifth graders
logged their after-school activities from two to six
months.

"Among all ways the children reported spending

their leisure time,

average minutes per day reading

books was the best predictor of reading comprehension,
vocabulary size,

and gains in reading achievement

between the second and the fifth grade"

(p.

77).

Other positive factors found by the Commission on
Reading include vocabulary development and fluency.
"Avid readers do twenty times or more as much
independent reading as less frequent readers.

This means

they are getting vastly more practice and helps to
explain why children who read a lot make more progress
in reading"

(p.

78).

The Commission concludes that "priority should be
given independent reading",
of class time

(p.

as much as two hours a week

82).

The School

and Recreational Reading

If recreational reading is so important,
children not reading more?

why are

Certainly it is to be

expected that our schools have a role to play in
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developing this love of books in children.
according to Charlotte Huck,
Hickman

(1986)

Yet,

Susan Helper and Janet

"schools have failed to develop children

who know the joys of reading"

(p.

652).

One reason might be that reading has been treated
as a subject and not a way of life.

One fear is that

"children spend so much time doing assigned reading that
they will perceive reading simply as an assignment" and
students

"don’t get sufficient time just to practice

their reading"

(Spiegel,

1979,

p.

6).

Spiegel suggests

that "teachers need to make conscious plans for having
recreational reading as a very real part of the reading
program"

(p.

6).

Sustained Silent Reading
school day in many areas.

(SSR)

is a part of the

During SSR the students and

teachers are to stop all activity except reading.
McCracken and McCracken

(1978)

found that students

received these positive messages about reading when they
participated in SSR:
1. Reading books is important...
2. Reading is something anyone can do...
3. Reading is communicating with an author...
4. Children are capable of sustained
thought...
5. Books are meant to be read in large
sections...
6. Teachers believe that pupils are
comprehending (because they don't bother to
check)...
7. The teacher trusts the children to decide
when something is well written when something
has been read (because the teacher expects
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pupils to share after SSR).
pp. 7-10)

(Speigel,

1979,

Certainly it is important to cultivate
recreational reading in schools with programs
SSR.

like

These programs imply an importance of the value of

recreational reading because they are taking time out of
an already packed school day to stop and read.
Teachers should not underestimate their own
importance as role models for recreational reading.
Spiegel

(1979)

states:

Motivation for recreational reading often
begins with teachers. They are the ones who
introduce the idea, initiate the program, find
time for reading during the busy day and, in
general, "sell" books and reading, (p. 27)
According to Spiegel,

a teacher can't "sell"

something he or she doesn't believe in;

therefore the

teacher's attitude is crucial to his or her success as a
role model.

Shapiro

(1979)

strongly suggests that

teachers examine their own attitudes toward reading
because

"if we have a positive attitude and read for

enjoyment and information,

it is more likely that these

feelings and behaviors can be communicated to our
students".

In order to become

"visible models of

positive attitudes toward reading"

(p.

be seen enjoying recreational reading.

6),

teachers must

Therefore,

this

attitude would be best reflected by a teacher who
participates

in SSR actively and does not misuse the

time for desk work,

as unfortunately often happens.
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The. Home and Recreational Reading

What about the effect of the home environment on
recreational reading in children? The child spends a
great deal of time at home and the influence of that
environment may have a negative effect on recreational
reading choices.

Michele Landsberg

author and journalist,
time when traditional
literacy".
child is
reader"

believes

(1987),

a Canadian

"we are long past the

schooling alone can teach

She believes that today’s

"TV-influenced

likely to become an impatient and reluctant
(p.

17).

Certainly television is influential in

determining leisure time choices by children.

This role

will be discussed later in this chapter.
Two conclusions by the Commission on Reading are
emphatic about the role of parents in developing
lifelong readers:

"Parents play roles of inestimable

importance in laying the foundation for learning to
read" and " Parents have an obligation to support their
children's continued growth as readers"
al.,

1984,

p.

role models,
for children,

57).

(Anderson et

This strong stand calls for parent

access to books and other reading materials
library visits,

reading aloud and limited

television:
Most children will learn how to read. Whether
they will read depends in part upon
encouragement from their parents. Several
researchers recently studied the amount of
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reading that middle grade students do at home.
Those who read a lot show larger gains on
reading achievement tests. They tend to come
from homes in which there are plenty of books,
or opportunities to visit the library, and
which parents and brothers and sisters also
read. Their parents suggest reading as a
leisure time activity and make sure there is
time for reading, (p. 27)
The authors of Mind Over Media agree.
Lee

(1982)

Rudman and

state that "research shows that the chief

factor in a child’s school success is whether or not
there is a

'reading environment'

For Love of Reading,

at home"

(p.

40).

In

a book written expressly for

parents who wish to develop a positive attitude about
reading in their children,

Rudman and Pearce

(1988)

suggest that "it is important to begin early to motivate
and prepare children to become competent and
enthusiastic readers"

(p.

2).

Landsberg

(1987)

agrees,

stating that "the goal is to make reading a lifelong
source of delight to the growing child"

(p.

27).

She

calls for the parent or adult role model to take
advantage of his or her significant position as reading
motivator:
The adult who takes the time to learn
something of children's books and to pass them
on with enthusiasm ad care gives something
precious to the child--and something priceless
to the world: A child deep-rooted in language
and story, a child with an educated heart.
(p. 249)
Despite an abundance of books,
forms of literature around the home,
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magazines and other
despite daily

read-aloud sessions,
libraries,

frequent trips to bookstores and

parents and siblings who are avid readers,

today's child has another choice when deciding how to
spend leisure time.

This choice is attractive,

ubiquitous and pervasive.

It has been called a baby¬

sitter and a "boob tube".

It is,

of course,

the

television set.

The

Jim Trelease

Impact of Television

(1989)

calls television "the most

pervasive and powerful influence on the human family"
and "the major stumbling block to literacy in America".
He cites Nielsen statistics

indicating that the

television set in the average home runs for seven hours
each day

(p.

117).

George Gerbner,

Dean of the

University of Pennsylvania's Annenburg School of
Communications,

says that "the average family now

watches television for 7 hours and 38 minutes daily"
(Goldberg,

1987,

p.

23).

Marie Winn

(1977) writes that

pre-school children are watching 54 hours of television
per week.
Since children are watching so much television,
certain questions arise.

What is everybody watching? How

does this viewing time affect the reading habits of
today's

child?

What kinds of television shows are being
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developed to support the reading relationship,

if there

is one? What kind of potential does television have to
create interest in reading?
Children seem to be watching all types of
television,

not just those programs which have been

developed with them in mind.

Since many of the hours

spent in front of the TV would logically be during after
school periods,

a glance at TV Guide reveals that reruns

like Magnum P.I..

soap operas,

game shows and

pseudo-problem-solving programs like Divorce Court and
True Confessions share these popular time periods with
programs designed for children such as You Can't Do That
on Television and Mr.

Rogers*

Neighborhood.

Even with

parental restrictions on the time spent viewing
television on school nights,

the availability of shows

which portray such activities as premarital sex and
violent actions means that elementary school children
are often watching programs which are intended for
mature audiences.

This causes children to ’’become

prematurely introduced into the adult cultural
environment "

(Goldberg,

1987,

p.

22).

Many experts support the idea of teaching children
to make educated choices.
Diana Zuckerman
Television:
Advantage.

(1981),

Dorothy and Jerome Singer and

in their book,

Teaching

How to Use Television to Your Child's
suggest that children be taught to divide
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programs into categories or types.
adventure programs;
programs;

comedy programs;

serials or soap operas;

shows;variety shows;
documentaries.

These include
educational

sports programs;

news programs,

talk

including

Perhaps categorizing television shows can

give the child some kind of control over the television
and provide an additional objective when making choices
or watching for entertainment.

The Incredible Television

Machine by Lee Polk and Eda LeShan

(1977)

is a book

written for children which gives them guidance in making
selections about viewing,

as does Leading to Reading by

Barbara Lee and Masha Rudman

(1982).

Certainly learning

to make choices about television is an important skill
to be developed in our children.
One type of program which seems to be continually
popular with children is cartoons.

Saturday mornings are

filled with a variety of action-packed and often violent
cartoons.

Questions have been raised by educators and

parents as to the advisability of allowing children to
watch these programs,
(1981)

but Singer,

Singer and Zuckerman

advise parents that they "first become familiar

with the shows presented on Saturday mornings and set
rules about what shows and how many the children can
watch"

(p.

39).

There is some concern that the violence

which children watch in cartoons may spill over into
their own lives.

The Singers’
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research shows that "heavy

viewing of cartoons leads to inappropriate and
disruptive behavior among children in nursery school”
(p.

39). LeShan and Polk (1977) agree, telling children

that "you may feel even more irritated than usual when
your parents say it is time to wind up your television
viewing" after watching programs with "fist fights and
karate chops"

(p.

10). Again,

selection seems to play a

key role here.
There are many documentaries which are suitable for
school-age children and may often provide an educational
visual experience for younger children. Weekly programs
like Wild World of Animals and specials such as those
produced by National Geographic are both artistic and
educational.
School-age children often choose dramatic programs
and situation comedies. The trend of "made-for-TV"
movies has been instrumental in exploring a variety of
issues from homosexuality to AIDS.

Even though many of

these programs air after the "family-viewing hour"

(8:00

to 9:00 p.m.), promotional segments, usually of the more
titillating parts of the plots,

appear all throughout

the day.
Some of the programs send informational or
educational packets to teachers or interested viewers to
help understand or explain the issue involved. For
example, NBC,

in conjunction with the U.S. Department of
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Health and Human Resources and the National Institute on
Drug Abuse, offers a packet called Kids Can "Just Sav
No".

Included in the kit are ideas for activities,

posters,

stickers,

award certificates,

fact sheets,

and

a listing of several NBC productions which address the
issue of drugs and children.

Along with public service

announcements where celebrities espouse saying "no" to
drugs and a documentary entitled The Life Cycle of the
Abuser,

some prime time programs like The Cosbv Show

have planned plots around the issue. Other programs such
as An Early Frost,
who contracts AIDS,

a movie concerning a young homosexual
are touted by networks as evidence

of concern on the part of network TV about timely
problems about which young people should be informed.
Children are being exposed to all facets of living
on television.

Since concern has been expressed about

the time children spend in front of the TV as well as
the choices they make,

it follows naturally that many

people voice further concern about the educational
impact of television on children and,

in particular,

about the effect which television has upon their reading
choices and habits.
Besides expressing concern about limits on
children’s play,

imaginative behavior and family

communication, Marie Winn (1977) warns against the
development of "television addicts"
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(p.

20).

She claims

that, parents are themselves addicted and therefore
choose to allow their children to become addicts
themselves.

She worries about the "diminishing authority

of the family"

(p.

166) and about the "Educational

Establishment" which "compounds family television
problems"

(p.

167) when teachers assign television

viewing for homework. Winn also laments television's
availability because it reduces not only "the amount of
reading children do" but their "need to read"

(p.

59) as

well.
In The Incredible Television Machine.

LeShan and

Polk (1977) tell children:
"Television, say the voices of doom, is
turning us into a nation of non-readers.
Children are not reading books because they
can watch all the dramas, see all the special
events they are interested in and even get
their education without having to concentrate
on the printed page. In addition, the pleasure
in reading never has a chance to be
discovered", (p. 11)
LeShan and Polk go on to explore that myth, reassuring
children that "not everyone agrees with these criticisms
of television"

(p.12).

Television's Impact on Recreational Reading

While it is certainly true that children spend
much time in front of the television and there are no
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guarantees that what they are watching
terms

of the theme or the

it is

also true that television is

and attracts

Dorothy G.

Singer

(1984)

and reading**

some experts view television as

reading"

(Neuman,

medium's

appeal

children's
1979,

influence on

p.

1980,

causes

p.

801),

accurate

with television as

it is

others

(p.

''stimulus

for leisure"

(1977)

He

(Shapiro,

of this

the

"plug-in drug".

author Tom Englehart

says

probably never been a more
TV than the present one"

"the

to parents'

with learning to read",

there has

creative moment in children's

(p.

television viewing

of

fact is,

70).

The Commission of

concerns

about the negative

effect of television and reading by stating
reason,

for

caution that the

optimistic about the possibilities

Reading responds

446).

and that educators must deal

In Watching Television,

children's television.

to

and learn to manage what has

been called by Marie Winn

is

a

I believe that both sides

controversy can be

(1986)

so exciting

"difficulty in maintaining

interest in reading

v).

states

we must begin to think of ways

combine television interests
While

included,

a medium to be

impact of television is

children,

in

not an absolute that this

medium must only exert a negative

"since the visual

suitable

amount of violence

reckoned with and that it is

children*s reading.

is

does

not appear to

but rather
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"within

"there

is

interfere
evidence

that confirms that TV programs especially designed to
have educational value for young children do in fact
promote reading"

(Anderson et al.,

Historically,

1984, p.

27).

there have been some programs,

such

as Romper Room and Captain Kangaroo. which were designed
to have an effect upon recreational reading. Because
Sesame Street. The Electric Company and others of that
type focus on the mechanics of reading, they do not have
influence on what Huck, Helper and Hickman (1986)

call

for: the development of children "who do read-who love
reading and will become lifelong readers"

(p.

651).

Programs Which "Teach" Reading
Sesame Street and its outgrowth,

The Electric

Company, have had a definite effect on the development
of reading skills in beginning readers. One study found
that Fresno,

California children "who watched the

season's programming scored significantly higher than
non viewers in 17 of the 19 subtest areas"
Smith,

1985,

p.

849).

(Tirone-

Some of these sub-test areas

included recognizing vowel and consonant sounds,

context

vocabulary and sight words. The Electric Company is so
successful,

according to Smith, that CTW has developed

learning aids for classroom teachers who may wish to use
taped programs to reinforce particular concepts.
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Joan Feeley (1976) examines the effect of
Children's Television Workshop programs on British
children and reports them not "turned on by the fastpaced American-style commercial approach intentionally
developed by Children's Television Workshop to capture
and hold the attention of American child audiences"
271).

(p.

She says that CTW "expressed goals" of developing

reading readiness and decoding skills through brief,
unconnected humorous sequences, the kind of spliced,
nonmeaningful learning that Frank Smith and others are
so critical of. Feeley says that "using the magic of
television to teach reading is winning growing
acceptance both here and Great Britain"

(p.

271) but

whether she means reading skills or love of reading is
unclear.
There is an abundance of information on Sesame
Street and The Electric Company
researchers. However,

available for

this paper deals with the

development of a love for reading and the nurturing of
the habit to read. Therefore,

other studies pertaining

to these programs are not discussed.

Television as a Motivator of Reading
One children's program was designed by CTW to
promote recreational reading. Reading Rainbow.

created

by Children's Television Workshop and affiliated with
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the University of Nebraska,

is an award-winning program

which has as its central goal the promotion of
recreational reading in children approximately five to
eight years old.

Recently,

researchers have been taking

a look at that program and its effect on children.
At Ohio State University,

Dawna Lisa

Buchanan-Berrigan conducted one such study to find out
if the television program,

Reading Rainbow,

the reading behavior of children.

influenced

As stated previously,

Reading Rainbow is a program targeted at the early
reader,

aged five to eight.

for two classes of grades

Buchanan-Berrigan arranged

3 and 4 to receive collections

of 44 books shown on nine Reading Rainbow programs.
Teachers were asked to keep data on how often the books
circulated during the approximately six week period of
the study.

One class received tapes of nine Reading

Rainbow programs to be shown sporadically.

The other

class did not view the tapes.
Buchanan-Berrigan interviewed the teachers and
observed in the classroom as the children watched
Reading Rainbow tapes.

Then she compared circulation

figures between the two classes.
K -

2 class,

Another teacher,

from a

participated marginally in the study by

viewing tapes of the program with her students.
also interviewed by the researcher.
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She was

Buchanan-Berrigan concluded that "the patterns and
range of reading between the classes show a definite
influence in reading behavior as a result of the show"
(Buchanan-Berrigan,
were inaccurate,

1987).

Although circulation figures

due to the neglect of the children to

carefully record what they read,

observations and

interviews indicated that the Reading Rainbow books were
being discussed and shared in the classroom which viewed
the tapes.
There were other interesting findings
study.

Apparently,

in this

girls read more than boys.

In the

class which viewed the tapes,

every child read at least

one book;

several children did not

in the other class,

read and some books were never circulated.

Children

identified as above average readers read fewer of the
Reading Rainbow choices than their counterparts who were
rated as

"competent" readers.

The researcher wondered if

"less experienced readers find it easier to approach a
book that has been presented as in Reading Rainbow?
(Buchanan-Berrigan,

"

1987).

My reaction to this study is mixed.

While I was

elated to find a study similar in intent this one,

I

wondered about the choice of third and fourth graders.
Because Reading Rainbow’s target audience is younger
•than the average fourth grader,

it seems to me that the

book selections in the study may not have been
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appropriate to many of the children.

This could have

accounted for the possible lack of interest on the part
of the very able readers noted in the previous
paragraph.
Other research has been conducted concerning the
relationship between television and recreational
reading.
is

How is TV used as a motivator of reading? When

it a positive force in the encouragement of reading

in children? Singer,

Singer and Zuckerman

(1990)

have

determined that "the television set seems to be the
major focus of their family life and recreational
activities"

(p.

4).

They have found that parents and

children participate passively in watching TV and that
very little interaction occurs.

They suggest periods of

discussion after viewing television programs and
recommend becoming

"active viewers." This will enable

the television screen to become a vehicle for
communication and enrichment for families.
The Singers studied three groups of fifth graders.
Two groups viewed Swiss Family Robinson.
groups discussed what they saw afterward,
friendship,
content".

One of the
in terms of

relationships and other "pro-social

The other group watched nature programs.

The

Singers found that the first group became "less
self-centered and were more willing to make friends"
than either of the other groups
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(p.

26).

In another study the Singers examined ways of
strengthening parent-adolescent relationships using
television.

After viewing programs dealing with subjects

like drugs,

death and prejudice,

teenagers met with the

Singers and discussed what they had seen,
their feelings about the issues.

as well as

The Singers also

determined that "the dramatic impact of a story viewed
by a group of students at the same time created a shared
emotional experience that led to fruitful discussions
and changes

in attitudes"

(p.

26).

The Singers believe that this stimulated
communication within families will carry over into
reading.

For example,

in the past,

when watching a show which is set

they suggest that a parent take the

"opportunity to visit the library and find books about
the time period of the show"

(p.

26).

Reading becomes a

natural outgrowth of the shared communication which
develops as families become active viewers.
Active viewers demand what they want to watch.
Because many parents are anxious for their children to
be successful in school,

they have provided part of the

support necessary for public television programming for
children.

While preschool children may enjoy the

characters on Sesame Street and the gentle acceptance of
Fred Rogers,

viewers demanded that school-age children,

particularly early readers,

have a program that supports
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recreational reading.

This is one reason why Reading

Rainbow came into being.
Using Reading Rainbow. Lesley Mandel Morrow (1987)
developed a study to examine the change in attitudes and
habits of inner-city children who were exposed to
Reading Rainbow.

Morrow states that "there are

documented correlations between recreational reading and
success in school"

(p.

266).

She used the rationale,

supported by Lamme and others, that recreational reading
means higher levels of comprehension,

achievement and

vocabulary development, to design a study which explored
ways to promote voluntary reading among inner-city
children in summer recreational daycare centers.
Nurturing of interest in books became a key element in
the study because it was believed that developing this
personal motivation would "affect learning positively
across subject lines and throughout a lifetime" and
would be beneficial to the individual as well as the
entire community.
Many studies like Morrow’s had already documented
the benefits of recreational reading.

It had been shown

that "children who read voluntarily or show an interest
in books"

(p.

267)

scored higher in reading on

standardized tests and that children who had been
exposed to and had access to many books increased their
independent reading. Morrow discovered that many of
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these studies involved middle class children,

so she

"sought to affect the recreational reading behavior and
attitudes of poor inner city children by a program that
emphasized the enjoyment of literature in summer day
care centers"

(p.

267).

Morrow developed library corners within the
daycare centers and required follow-up activities and
aides.

Combining "Quiet Book Reading Time",

"Teacher

Directed Literature Activities" and "Free Choice Time",
children had a combination of activities which involved
recreational reading and follow-up.

Children viewed

Reading Rainbow as a Teacher Directed Activity, but
books from the program were available for "Free Choice
Time",

after having been reinforced and displayed by the

teacher.

Each day ended with a "Summary of the Day"

where teacher and children discussed what they had read
or what activities they had chosen.
Records of dates and titles were kept by teachers,
as were anecdotal records.

Interviews were conducted by

Morrow with the children and teachers.
Morrow found that "a teacher’s presentation is a
strong motivator for book selection,

as are TV

presentations like those on Reading Rainbow"
71).

(pp.

270-

Children liked to read what friends had recommended

and "recognized the educational value of recreational
reading,

as well as its pleasures"
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(p.272). Morrow

concludes that the study succeeded in increasing book
use and enthusiasm in an inner-city environment.

She

suggests that schools and parents watch Reading Rainbow
with their children to achieve the same goals

(pp.

27 2-

73) .
In discussing motivation of reading choices in
Leading to Reading. Rudman and Lee

(1982)

contend that

"the most influential factor...will be the
recommendations of friends and siblings.

Children ’sell'

books to each other all the time". They suggest that
children become critics

(p.

39). Morrow (1987)

discovered that the children placed much importance on
the opinions of other children about particular books
and that the role of children motivating other children
is a strong one.

Children as Creators of Television
What about the role of children as producers and
peer motivators of recreational reading? Educators agree
that children motivate each other very successfully in
the classroom.

Can this influence be felt on television

as well?
Huck, Helper and Binkman (1986) believe that "peer
recommendations are especially important to middle
graders in choosing what to read" and "children
frequently influence each other in their choice of
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books”

(pp.

50-51).

David Elkind (1981),

author of the

popular The Hurried Child,

stresses that "the motivation

for reading is social”

35). Teachers can cite

(p.

instance after instance where particular books become
class favorites because of peer recommendations.
Carole Cox (1975)

calls for the use of film in the

classroom in her article in Language Arts.

"The

Liveliest Art and Reading,” but using video for
television is now a more accessible route for teachers
who want to experiment:
Because film and reading are both
communication skills they may be woven
together in many ways: for motivation,
vocabulary growth, comprehension and critical
reading skills, reading for purpose and
meaning, extending reading, reading as a
thinking process", (p. 771)
Cox calls filmmaking an excellent way to share feelings
and respond to literature,

asking "what stronger purpose

for reading might be set for today's media-oriented
children than searching for ideas that will set a new
film rolling in their minds?" and suggests that
literature is the ideal source to provide imaginary "raw
material"

(p.

772)

for the student.

She states

"children's literature can provide endless ideas for the
child filmmaker to filter through his or her creative
consciousness and recreate in visual form"

(p.

772). Cox

uses an example of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
by C.

S. Lewis,

a book which students used as a basis
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for a film. The film included a quest for a treasure,
classic good-vs.-evil fight,

a

and magic devices. Besides

the obvious benefits of cooperation and communication
skills which were reinforced, writing the script and
organizing the filming,

students responded to this

classic story by reading it and sharing it with others.
Cox feels very strongly that it is not only the
young filmmaker who benefits from this kind of activity,
but that the audience benefits as well.

"Seldom does the

child alone benefit from just his role M but the
filmmaker's classmates develop critical viewing skills.
"As the audience, the rest of the class participates in
the sharing by becoming critical viewers and potential
film reviewers"

(p.774). This becomes a vehicle for the

entire class to share an experience about a book. Huck,
Helper and Binkman (1986)

state that "only as students

have an opportunity to share their response to books,
discuss their favorites,

and link them to other

literature do they become a community of readers"
(p.

652).
Participating in the "community of readers" is

something that need not be confined to the classroom.
Reading Rainbow invites that participation by having
children review books during the show and also by having
a strong follow-up to each program in the series.
Libraries and bookstores carry Reading Rainbow titles
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and posters reinforce the books mentioned on the
programs,

making it easier for a motivated member of the

audience to participate.
Action for Children’s Television is enthusiastic
in its response to children behind the camera as well as
in front.

In several of ACT's booklets which encourage

better television,
production skills

suggestions are made to develop
in children.

Among its recommendations

for the cable television industry are to:
1. Facilitate program production by young
people for the public access channels...
2. Encourage teachers and local TV and film
producers to help young people make their own
public access programming...
3. Include a variety of program selections
which are produced by local young people and
shown on public access channels...
4. Encourage children and teens to become
active TV audiences; urge them to talk back to
the set by making their own television
shows...
5. Improvise, experiment, and let young people
try out new concepts instead of sticking to
hackneyed broadcast TV formats. (Alperowicz,
1983, p. 20).
According to ACT,

cable television offers a great

deal to young people in terms of creating programs and
reaching an audience.

However ACT urges cable systems to

go beyond giving children access to TV studios and
airing what they have produced.
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In Community Cable:

for

and by Children.

An ACT Handbook.

ACT addresses these

needs recommending that cable companies:
Help build an audience: donate printing
supplies, poster space, novelty gimmicks
bearing program logos... anything that gets
the message out that children and teens have
something to say that's well worth the
public's attention (Alperowicz, 1983, p. 20).
ACT also urges the business community to underwrite the
efforts of these productions,

increase sponsorship of

arts programs and offer problem-solving expertise.

Summary

This chapter has reviewed the literature and
research pertinent to the study of

"Kids

& Books:

A

Model for Television as a Medium to Lead Children to
Literature".
First,

recreational reading was defined and

identified as a major factor in reading achievement.
value of recreational reading as

The

"an escape to imaginary

worlds as well as a way to find our own explained"
(Rudman and Pearce,
to

1988,

p.

2)

"expand horizons and instill

and of books as vehicles
in children a sense of

the wonderful complexity of life"
p.27)

(Landsberg,

1987,

is a subjective one but one that is held by many

educators.
Since recreational reading is vital in developing
skilled readers who love to read,
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the role of the

■teacher,

SSR,

important.

and the classroom was

found to be

Schools are teaching skills successfully but

not many are developing readers.

The teacher as

motivator cannot be underestimated.
The most significant influence upon recreational
reading seems to be the home environment.

The parent as

role model and facilitator of recreational reading is
vastly important.
for the child is
Television,
substantial

The existence of accessible materials
important too,

as

is reading aloud.

the all-pervasive medium has had a

impact upon the child,

not necessarily negative.

but this impact is

Although many educators have

believed that television is the nemesis of recreational
reading,

the small amount of research in this area is

not conclusive.
area of reading,
Whether this

Several experts contend that,

in the

television has made a positive impact.

"reading"

is actually decoding or phonics

or the motivation of recreational reading is unclear,
because the term "reading"

is so ambiguous.

Sesame

Street and other programs like it that teach mechanical
reading skills were not investigated in this study.
One particular program on public television,
Reading Rainbow,

does attempt to motivate recreational

reading and does seem to succeed.

Heavily funded,

this

program contains high production values and extensive
outreach.
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While teachers and parents do motivate children to
read,

other children seem to be the most successful.

This has been found to be true informally in classrooms
and more empirically in publishers'

surveys.

Peer role

models who are enthusiastic book reviewers or dramatists
can be influential in their peers'

reading choices.

Such

children should be given the opportunity to create
television programming.
Cable television offers the opportunity for
combining the elements of recreational reading,
television impact,

and peer recommendations into

programming for children.
the study of Kids

& Books.

The next chapter reports on
a locally produced television

series designed to motivate children to read
recreationally,
reviewers,

partly by using children as role models,

writers and production crew.
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CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY

I ntroduction

This chapter presents the methodology used to
evaluate the cable television series, Kids & Books.

in

terms of its ability to motivate children to read the
books presented, to promote recreational reading in
general,

and to provide an effective opportunity for

peer modeling.

Chapter I contained a chronological

perspective of Kids & Books which included the origin of
the idea and its presentation to the television station.
This was followed by a description of the challenges
which were integral to the development of the series,

a

discussion of the evolution of a student book review
segment,

"Book Look",

and a review of the current status

of Kids & Books.
Chapter II presented an overview of current
literature on the impact of television on children,
relationship to recreational reading,

its

and the

motivational effect of children creating their own
television programming for themselves and others.
Chapter III describes the methodology of this study
which was conducted to determine whether or not the
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television series, Kids & Books, motivates its audience
to read recreationally. This includes the procedures of
the study and the method of data collection and
analysis.

In addition,

the populations of children

studied are profiled and the content of each Kids &
Books program used in the study is described.
In order to determine what,

if any,

effects the

television program, Kids & Books, had on its audience in
terms of motivating recreational reading,

certain

questions had to be posed to guide the analysis of the
results. The following questions were considered by this
researcher to be the ones which most needed to be
answered:
1.

Does Kids & Books motivate children to read

recreationally?
2.

If so, which segments of Kids & Books were most

effective in accomplishing this?
3. How was the "Book Look" segment perceived?

What

seems to be the effect of these televised peer
recommendations ?
4. What other factors may have motivated the
participating children in this study to read?
In order to determine whether Kids & Books affected
its viewers in terms of motivating recreational reading,
it was necessary to look at what other researchers have
discovered in similar studies. Although several studies
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have been conducted about motivation and reading,
television's effect on learning to read,

and the

correlation between time spent watching television and
amounts of recreational reading by children,

only a few

have targeted the relationship between an actual program
and its impact on its audience's reading habits and
choices

(see Chapter II).

The study described in this

dissertation was designed to assess what kinds of
influences Kids & Books had on the children who
participated in the study in terms of their recreational
reading choices.
This was a qualitative study and not a statistical
one.

It was not meant to evaluate the quality of the

programs themselves,

although subjective evaluations by

the students who participated in the study were threaded
throughout the audiotaped discussions. This study
described the reactions of three student populations in
three different fourth grades to three separate Kids &
Books programs. By triangulating the data collected,

I

addressed the preceding four questions and made
conclusions based upon the information presented.

Analysis of the Data

Included in the data to be analyzed were the preand post-study questionnaires which provided reading and
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television viewing profiles and audiotapes of the
response discussions held after each viewing of Kids &
Books.

Interviews with the teachers and principal

involved were conducted,

but I did not consider these to

be as valuable to me as the other forms of data.
As stated in Chapter I,

I

strongly felt that my

presence as a researcher would influence the children’s
spontaneity and freedom of expression.

I was afraid that

some children might be intimidated or distracted by the
addition of a "television personality" during both the
viewing of the programs and the discussion afterward.

I

also was concerned that children might respond
positively on purpose to impress me.

Therefore,

I relied

on the audiotaped discussions for the general reactions
of the three audiences.
The next portion of this chapter discusses the
research population and settings used in this project.

Research Population and Setting

Three public elementary school fourth grade
classrooms were selected for the setting for this study
to determine if and how Kids & Books motivated children
to read recreationally.

I decided to use classrooms in

order to better monitor spontaneous responses to the
programs by audiotape.

I also wanted to learn how groups
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of children generally reacted to the three Kids & Books
programs that they viewed in a controlled situation.
Children selected to participate in this study were
from three schools in Massachusetts:
containing grades
grades K K -

4

6

3-5

(School B);

(School C).

(School A);

a suburban school
a rural school with

an urban school with grades

These schools were chosen because I

had made personal and professional contacts with each
teacher or principal and all were enthusiastic about
participating in the project.

In School A,

a second

teacher asked to participate and combined her group of
students with the other teacher’s group.
I

selected fourth grade as the age group which I

wanted to study.
Kids

This was because the target audience of

& Books has been determined to be nine to twelve

year olds.

Fourth graders,

fell within this age range.

usually ages nine and ten,
I also wanted to find out

how a number of children reacted to Kids & Books and I
wanted them to be approximately the same age,
chronologically and developmentally,

in order to be

better able to analyze their responses.
Each group participated in the study in the autumn
when the students were just beginning fourth grade.
numbers of students varied in each situation.
A,

The

In School

two classes were combined for a total of 44 children.

This was to accommodate the teacher who asked that her
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group be allowed to participate.

In School B the entire

class of 14 children participated.

In School C the

teacher elected to do the project with her reading class
of 18 children. This made a total of 76 fourth graders.
Because it was important that the children be able
to respond honestly and without concern that they had to
give particular "right" answers,

it was recommended that

I take measures to protect the identity of individual
children.

Therefore I participated in the Human

Services Review through the University of Massachusetts
School of Education. Letters describing the study and
its purpose were sent home to parents in each school.
These letters had to be signed and returned to the
schools before the study could begin (see Appendix D).
The teachers agreed to make provisions for any student
who did not participate in the study. However,

all the

children were given permission.

Procedures

I met with three of the teachers and one principal
individually to explain the process for participating in
the project. At this meeting time I gave each a packet
containing items needed for the study:

(1) pre-tests and

post-tests to determine profiles of the children as
readers and TV watchers;

(2) videotape of three episodes
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from Kids & Books;
discussions;

(3) blank audiotape for recording

(4) teacher instruction sheet;

(5)

list of

suggested questions to guide teacher-led discussions;
(6)

list of books mentioned on each program;

(7) permission slips along with letters to parents or
guardians

(Appendix A).

This packet was used throughout

the study.
The execution of the study in each of the three
schools was separated into these segments:
1. A pre-study questionnaire was distributed to
each student. Teachers assured the children that the
questionnaires were anonymous and their responses should
be honest and forthright.

Designed to create a reading

profile of each participant, the questionnaire also
asked questions about the television habits and
preferences of the students
2.

(Appendix B).

Students viewed a complete 28 minute Kids &

Books program. Teachers then guided a discussion
designed to encourage the students to talk about the
program, the books that were discussed and their
favorite segments of the show. The teacher audiotaped
each discussion. Many books mentioned on the shows had
been made available in the classrooms or the school
library as suggested in the initial packet.

If they

wished, the children were free to select a book and read
it after the show.
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3. This process was repeated twice with other
segments of the program.
4. A post-study questionnaire,

identical to the

pre-study one, was passed out to each participant.
Again,

participants were encouraged to fill these out

honestly; they would do so anonymously.
On the pre-study questionnaire,

students were

instructed to put a number at the top of the paper. This
same number was reassigned to identify the student in
the post-study questionnaire. The numbers were matched
at the end of the project.
I suggested a time period of six to eight weeks
from the beginning of the project to the conclusion.

I

believed that this would keep momentum going but
wouldn't be too taxing on the teacher's time. This would
also allow for a "breathing space" between viewing
programs and would build in time for the children to
read any of the books mentioned on the programs if they
desired.
About three weeks into the study I spoke with the
teachers and/or principal to find if all was running
smoothly. At this time I answered their questions.

In

each case I determined that the rest of the study could
proceed according to the schedule which we had agreed
upon.
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Data Collection

I collected the packets from the teachers when they
notified me that they had completed the study. As stated
before,

Schools A and B completed the study during one

autumn term;

data from School C was not collected until

the following autumn when the study was repeated in an
urban setting.

I invited the teachers to keep the video

of Kids & Books and any books which I had given them.
I briefly interviewed the teachers from Schools A
and C and the principal from School B to get their
general impressions about the study and its design,

as

well as to find out whether they believed that the
children enjoyed the Kids & Books programs.
I kept all of the data in large envelopes for each
school.

This included the pre- and post-study

questionnaires, the signed permission slips,
audiotapes.
students.

and the

School A had sent along letters from the

I included these in the envelope for School A.

Initially I looked through each envelope,

checking

that the contents included all of the components I
needed to analyze the study.

I identified those

questionnaires which did not have both a pre-study and
post-study corresponding number and clipped them
together.

Since I wanted to observe changes,

use these sheets in the study.
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I did not

Method of Analysis

Keeping
beginning
the pre-

in mind the

of this

chapter,

and made

school.

Then I

information to

programs

as

the

students

chose
and

impressions.

in each

sources

of data.

provided additional

of the three Kids

framework for the
look through the

School

& Books

analysis.
data from School

B because there were

I wanted some
I

of

support or challenge my assumptions.

decided to
I

comparisons

reported on the discussions

interviews

used the topics

first.

first made

assumptions based on the two

Teacher or principal

I

I

and post-study questionnaires

individual

I

four questions posed at the

immediate

Next

post-study questionnaires,
and made notations

of

fewer

general

began by reading through all

pre-study questionnaires.

B

of

the

I read through the

took notes

some of the

on each question,

obvious

changes.

I

matched the pre-and post-study questionnaires by the
numbers used by the

students

make

later specific

comparisons more

I

same procedure

followed the

School A's

questionnaires

I

school

could

easily.

for Schools A and C.

students.

compared the two questionnaires,

concentrated on one

I

took the most time because

the number of participating
When

and stapled them so

at a time.
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I

I

compared the

of

numbered pre- and post-study questionnaires in the
Reading Profile.

I made notations by questions and took

notes which reflected changes,
thought were important.

and comments which I

On the School B questionnaires

used stickers and created a "key"
such changes and comments.

so I

could identify

I decided against using the

sticker system on the other two schools because I
that I

I

found

could work better with my own charts.

After I examined the Reading Profiles in a school,
I

concentrated on the Television Profiles.

I used the

same method for these questionnaires.
Finally I

looked at each set of questionnaires as a

whole and noted comparisons of the students as readers
and television watchers,

looking for any relationships

between these two activities.
In particular I was

looking for the answers to the

four questions posed at the beginning of this chapter.

I

was also interested in the reaction of the children to
the third program,

"Imaginary Friends",

which contained

an interview with author Patricia MacLachlan because I
wanted to find out how the students reacted to seeing an
author on the program.
I

listened to each of the audiotaped discussions at

least three times before making any notations.
time I

The first

listened to the tapes all the way through;

subsequently I

listened to the discussions separately.
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I

chose not to make transcripts of every word,

but rather

selected significant parts of each discussion to write
in my notes.

This was because there was some extraneous

conversation which I
teacher reprimands,
As

I

did not wish to include,

e.g.

school announcements.

examined the questionnaires and listened to

the tapes,

I noted any conclusions

I was able to draw

from the data in the specific schools.
I also made comparisons between the teachers and
the schools to see what,
affected the students'

if any,

responses.

interest included the teachers'
the differences

variables,

may have

Some of my areas of

questioning techniques;

in their methods of teaching reading;

the location of the schools and the comparative
responses of each population.
The next portion of this
participants in the study.
of the teachers
classrooms;

involved,

chapter describes the

There is a brief description
their students and their

the way each chose to set up the study;

their time frames;

and any additional

information about

the way the books presented on Kids & Books were made
available to the students.

(A chart summarizing this

information can be found in Appendix D.)
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School and Teacher Descriptions

School

A

School A is a suburban school
Massachusetts.

in western

The school has approximately 400

students ranging from grade three through grade five.
The participating teacher
her homeroom,

(Teacher A)

had 18

students in

but included 26 more in the study.

Teacher A's reading program was

literature-based.

Her use of the basal reader was limited to workbook
skills and periodic basal tests.
day to her students.
except art,

music,

She read aloud every

Teacher A taught all

subjects

environmental education,

education and health.

physical

These were grouped into a time

period called "Specials" held at the end of each day.
The children in Teacher A’s homeroom had been
identified by the school as a "lower middle",
of the children read at grade level,

group.

All

but Teacher A

reported that they were not "great readers".

However,

there was a range of reading interests and abilities in
the group.

The children from the other homeroom had

been identified as

"top" or well above-average students.

Their teacher also used a literature based approach to
reading and read aloud daily.
reported to be

These children were

"great readers." Both classrooms had a

variety of books for the students'
in a classroom library.
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recreational reading

Teacher A offered to supplement

her class library

with books presented on the three Kids & Books programs.
Because the programs were to be viewed every two weeks,
she began with books from the first program and added
new ones after each show was viewed by the children.
These books could be taken home by the students by
verbally letting Teacher A know they were borrowing a
book.

The books were grouped together under a sign

identifying which Kids

& Books program had been shown.

There was a similar set-up in the other fourth grade
homeroom.
The tapes were shown before lunch.
pre-and post-discussions,

With the taped

the entire time allotted to

the study every two weeks ranged from one hour to one
and one half hours.

School B
School B contains about 125 students in
kindergarten through sixth grade in a rural community in
central Massachusetts.

The principal in School B was

most interested in helping with this
children's literature is a special
The fourth grade teacher

study,

as

interest of hers.

(Teacher B) was agreeable to

participating with her class of 14 students.
Teacher B's fourth graders were a heterogeneous mix
of abilities and interests.

Teacher B taught all
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subjects,

except for physical education,

music and art.

She was described by the principal as a "complete
educator",

"creative" and "thorough".

She used the

basal reading system as the primary focus of her reading
program,
well.

although she occasionally used trade books as

Her students were organized into structured

reading groups and they used their basal workbooks
frequently.

Teacher B read aloud to her students every

day.
Teacher B had a library of trade books in the back
of her classroom.

Children were allowed to help

themselves to books when they wished and were also
allowed to take them home.

In addition,

the principal

had a "mini-library" near her office and children were
invited to borrow books from her.

The fourth graders

made a weekly trip to the town library where they were
allowed to choose two books to take out on their own
library cards.

Teacher B had no signs or lists

highlighting the books

featured on Kids & Books.

The class viewed the tapes in the afternoons and
not as part of their reading lessons.

Each viewing and

follow-up discussion took about one hour.

The principal

was present at one of the viewings and enthusiastically
recommended some of the books presented.
The next school to be described is a school in
a medium-size city in western Massachusetts with a large
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minority population.
school

When this study was undertaken,

selected contained about 350 students.

the

The

teacher had opted to use the study with a small number
of students,
children.
data,

her most-advanced reading group of ten

After she completed the study,

she packed the

tapes and video into a tote bag and placed it in

her car.

This bag was

car serviced.

stolen while she was having her

This meant that all of the work during

that eight week period had been lost.
I believed it was important to include a city
school in the study.

Furthermore,

as stated before,

I

was eager to have fourth graders participate in the
study at approximately the same age.

Therefore,

I did

not repeat the study with an urban fourth grade until
the following September.

The first teacher seemed

hesitant to undertake the study again,

so I asked a

different teacher for her participation.

She cooperated

with me and executed the study for me in School C.
Incidentally this

site is the only one where children

can view Kids & Books on their own television sets if
they have cable.

School

C

School C is a large school of 450 students with
several minorities represented and a 33% bilingual
population.

The grade levels of the students at the

4
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school range from kindergarten through grade four.

There

are a variety of programs available at the school,
including Chapters

7 66 and 636,

the one in which Teacher

C was assigned.
Teacher C was not a homeroom teacher.

She worked

with second and third grade students who were identified
as remedial during a language arts block in the morning.
This was
math.

followed by grade three students in remedial

During the afternoon,

Teacher C held enrichment

classes in writing for grades three and four.
The group selected to participate in this study was
a fourth grade writing enrichment group of 18

students

which Teacher C saw twice weekly for 45 minutes.

It was

during this time that the students viewed the tapes of
Kids

& Books and had their follow-up discussions.

the duration of the study,

For

Teacher C made arrangements

to remain in her class an extra period so as to allow
for extra discussion time.
Teacher C placed a strong emphasis on literature in
her reading and writing programs.
the stories and skills,

She used the basal for

but strongly augmented this with

literature and interdisciplinary follow-up activities.
Like the teachers in the other two schools,

Teacher C

read aloud each day to her students.
During the study she brought in books featured on
the three programs and allowed the students to borrow
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them and take them home,
book.

after signing them out in her

The school librarian lent several books to the

class and brought books from another school for the
children to read.

School

to homeroom but not home.

library books could be brought
Teacher C did not post any

signs or lists to highlight particular books on the
three programs,

but said she believed that she had been

able to get most of the titles for the children to
borrow.

Teacher C’s class spent about one hour and 15

minutes each time Kids
As mentioned,

& Books was viewed and discussed.

she arranged for another of her classes to

be cancelled in order to allow for extra discussion
time.
This ends the description of the participants
this study.

in

The next part of this chapter discusses the

content of the three Kids & Books programs selected for
this research.

Content of Selected Programs

Three episodes of Kids & Books were selected for
viewing in this study with a fourth ready as an
alternate in case any of the programs failed to elicit a
response from the children or another problem occurred.
The programs were selected by me and were included in
the packet given to each of the three schools.
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I wanted to include a combination of different
components of Kids & Books and chose the shows in part
because of the variety included in the three programs.
For example,

one program included an author interview;

another was a program about a variety of books chosen by
the children appearing on the set;

in the third the

children were asked to read different books by the same
author which made for a more directed format.

It was

important that each of the programs contain a "Book
Look”

segment so that I

could hear the class'

to the characters and books chosen.

response

The audience would

later be asked what they thought about television
created by children for other children.

Program #

1:

"Meet Roald Dahl"

The first program selected revolved around Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory.

This program featured the

work of author Roald Dahl,

a very popular author with

children.

Five children were guests on the show.

They

were asked to select a book by Roald Dahl and bring it
along to share with the others.

I was able to guide

their selections beforehand so that a variety of Dahl's
books were included.

The guests were invited to read as

many books as they liked by Dahl,

but were asked to

bring along just one for sharing on set.
I

chose this program for several reasons.

First I

wanted to take advantage of Dahl's popularity and easily
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recognizable name because I concluded that this would
add built-in interest to the show on the part of the
audience.

Secondly,

I wanted to introduce the viewers to

some of Dahl's books that were not known as well as
others,

e.g.

The BFG. Thirdly,

I wanted to discuss

Dahl's writing with the children on set to discover what
they thought about the writer.

I hoped that this would

sharpen their critical thinking skills.
Some of the areas we discussed included Dahl's
tendency to eliminate selected adults and authority
figures; the bizarre ways in which his characters
committed murder and the children's reaction to that;
whether Roald Dahl seems to like children.
The children were much less offended by the
violence in Dahl's stories than I was. One remarked that
Dahl did

"...

they could].

all the secret things kids would do"

[if

They admired Dahl's ability to write so

humorously so you "never know what's going to happen."
Even though only one roll-in,
segment, was included in that show,

a "Book Look"
providing little

relaxation time for the studio guests, the discussion
was quite lively throughout the two studio segments.

Program # 2:

"Tickle Your Funny Bone!"

The second program dealt with humorous books for
children.

This time six child-guests were asked to
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bring along a favorite book which they had read and
enjoyed because of the humor.
selections,

I did no guiding of these

because I wanted to be spontaneous and

surprised by what the children had chosen.

I brought

along several favorites of my own.
My opening question was

"What's funny?" The

children and I discussed some of the things in books
that made them laugh Two of the children shared a brief
summary of the book they had read during the three
studio portions of the program.
During the middle segment we discussed riddles.
During the final segment we shared funny poems and some
of the children read a favorite poem aloud.

Throughout

the studio segments the discussion was lively.
The first roll-in consisted of two brief book
commercials.

One spoofed a popular cereal commercial and

showed a young boy,
buried treasure.
Island to read,
are delighted.

"Markie",

reading a book about

When two older boys offer him Treasure
he begins reading the book.

"He likes

it!

He likes

The two boys

it!"

The other part of the roll-in showed two girls
walking with a baby,
babysitting.

discussing how to earn money

One says she saw a Kids & Books program

that featured a book on babysitting.
both girls have babies to tend,
Patch doll.
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In the next scene,

but one is a Cabbage

The "Book Look" segment was the third roll-in.
I included "Tickle Your Funny Bone" because I knew
how well children respond to humorous books and I wanted
to find out what made them laugh. The children agreed
that books by Beverly Cleary and poems by Shel
Silverstein were enjoyable and humorous.

I also wanted

to introduce the audience to some authors whose names
are not instantly recognizable,

as is Dahl's.

I hoped

that the topic of humor would be an enticing one for
viewers.

Program # 3:

"Imaginary Friends"

The third program featured the work of local author
Patricia MacLachlan.

It was produced during the summer

of 1985 by Mary Ann Russell and me. At that time,
MacLachlan was not very well known (unlike Dahl)
although one of the books she talked about, Sarah.

Plain

and Tall, went on to win the prestigious Newbery Award
in 1986.
When we produced this program,

our goal was to make

children, parents and teachers in western and central
Massachusetts area more aware of MacLachlan's work. We
theorized that her books needed an introduction in order
to motivate children to read them. We believed that if
the audience could "meet" MacLachlan through television
then her work might be enjoyed by more people.
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The show was divided into five segments, three in
the studio and two in Patricia MacLachlan's home. The
studio portions of the program were designated for
discussion between the children and me about various
aspects of MacLachlan's work and their opinions about
her books.
The remaining time consisted of the two-part
interview with Patricia MacLachlan at her home in Leeds,
Massachusetts. Mary Ann Russell conducted the interview
and brought along two children who also prepared
questions.
On the set were four children. Two of them had
accompanied us on the interview. The other two watched
the interview for the first time during the studio
taping of the program. All had read MacLachlan's book,
Arthur.

For the Very First Time,

and some had read other

books by the author.
Because of the two-part interview, there was less
time for discussion during the studio portions of that
program.

I focused the conversations between me and the

children in the studio on MacLachlan's characters,
connections between them and her life,

the

and the

children's own thoughts about writing. Two of the guests
had been part of the MacLachlan interview.

I asked them

to speak about what it was like "to meet a real author".
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Besides the two-part interview, there was a "Book Look"
roll-in included in the 28 minutes.

Summary

This chapter has presented a description of the
study conducted to determine the effect of Kids & Books
on the reading attitudes of three fourth grade classes.
The procedure for the study is described,
method of data collection.

as was the

Included also are

descriptions of the population and settings of the
study.

The three teachers who agreed to participate in

the study,

along with statements about their approaches

to the teaching of reading have been described. The
three Kids & Books programs which were selected to be
included in the study are summarized.
Chapter IV reports on and analyzes the results of
the study in which three classrooms of fourth graders
were asked to view these programs at selected intervals
and react to them on audiotape.

It also discusses and

analyzes the results of the pre- and post study
questionnaires given by the teachers to develop a
Reading and Television Profile of each child who
participated.
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CHAPTER

IV

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

Introduction

This chapter presents and analyzes the results of
the study which was discussed in Chapter III.

Beginning

with the questionnaires which were distributed at the
beginning of the study and again at the end, the
findings are described and analyzed for each question in
each of the individual participating schools. These are
followed by descriptions and examples from the taped
interviews in each school. Each section is accompanied
by analysis of results and/or relationships indicated by
this study.

In all cases the students’

original spelling

is used.
I considered some of the questions in the pre- and
post-study questionnaire

(see Appendix B) to be of prime

importance in interpreting the results.

I was

particularly interested in how the children viewed
themselves as readers, which authors they chose as
favorites and what made the children choose certain
books and how the responses changed as a result of the
study.

These were keys to answering the questions which

guided the study.
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The study questions were:
1.

Does Kids & Books motivate children to read

recreationally?
2.

If so,

which segments of Kids & Books were most

effective in accomplishing this?
The taped discussions of the students after they
watched the programs are analyzed to yield information
regarding questions
3.

How was the

3 and 4.
"Book Look"

segment perceived? What

seems to be the effect of these televised peer
recommendations ?
4.

What other factors motivated the children

participating in this study to read?

Brief Review of School Descriptions

As stated in Chapter III,

School A was located in a

suburban community in western Massachusetts.

The teacher

used a literature-based approach to reading and had many
of the titles from the three Kids & Books programs
available for the students.

I used only those

questionnaires which were complete
post-study component.

with both a pre- and

Thirty-seven complete

questionnaires were considered in School A.
School B is a small school of about 125 students
located in a rural

community in central Massachusetts.
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The teacher had a structured schedule and used a
traditional approach to the teaching of reading,
ability grouping,

basal readers.

by the principal,

had many of the titles from the three

Kids

The teacher,

e.g.

supported

& Books programs available for the students.

I used

only those questionnaires which were complete with both
a pre-

and post-study component.

Eleven questionnaires

were considered in School B.
School C is a fairly large urban school in western
Massachusetts,

with a varied population of many ethnic

groups and family situations.

School C educates students

in kindergarten through grade four.

The eighteen

students participating in this study were in a
reading/language enrichment class where the teacher was
a children’s literature enthusiast with a special
interest in using the writing process.

Seventeen

completed questionnaires were considered in School C.

Reading Profiles

1.

(Questionnaires)

Describe yourself as a reader.
School A.

Sixteen students were very enthusiastic

about recreational reading.
varied,

Comments were slightly

but always positive:

always have."

"I

love to read and I

"I read almost all day.

bookshelves full of books."

"I
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I have 2 big

love to read."

Fourteen students seemed to like reading,
not particularly enthusiastic
a book that I
I

don't").

("I

like" and "Sometimes

but were

like to read if it is
I read and sometimes

One liked only "Encyclopedia Brown books."

Another enjoyed recreational reading only
to read for reports but I

("I don't like

like to read for fun.")

Seven more respondents categorized themselves as
definitely unenthusiastic.
simple

Their responses ranged from a

"I do not like to read" to

"I

sort of like to

read." Only a few described themselves in terms of
apparent reading ability,

e.g.

"I'm a slow reader" and

"not vare good."
The first group of students changed very little
after viewing the three episodes of Kids

& Books.

All

remained enthusiastic about their reading preferences.
One who liked to

"read alot"

didn't read that

[much]

think I

claimed that "Before I

but now I do." Others stated "I

like to read now more than I did before" and "I

like to read better than watching T.V."
The second group showed more of a change.

One child

wrote he/she liked to read "when I get a chans to"
the pre study questionnaire and wrote

"I

in

love to read

know." Two other children also reported that they liked
to read more now.
liked to
this way:

One child had written that she or he

"read for fun",
"I

but later described her/himself

like to read in all of my spare time,
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I

"think I would be like a reader." Another student wanted
to go on record that he or she still
as had been stated before:

felt the same way

"I haven't change about

reading." Positive attitudes prevailed in this group but
there was no clear evidence that viewing Kids & Books
had any special effect on these viewers.
There were some changes in the group of students
.who had professed not to like reading or who seemed to
perceive themselves as slow or poor readers.
claimed:

One child

"I rele do not like to read" and another

declared "I read less than I did before."
However,

several respondents in this category

showed a marked change in what they wrote.
"like reading more now".
lot" now states

Two students

One who didn't "like to read a

"I read lots of good books." Another

decided that "I read every day so I'm a good reader."
The most dramatic change occurred in a student who
identified him/herself to be a "slow but good reader".
Now the student seems to have acquired confidence,
shown in this comment:
I

choose books
Thus,

"I think I'm a great reader,

I know I'll

as
and

like."

the students who were not self-motivated

readers were more affected by this study than the
children who were already enthusiastic readers.
dramatic results appeared in the third group,

those

children who claimed not to like reading at all.
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The most

In five

out of seven responses,

children showed appreciably more

enthusiasm for reading in general after viewing Kids &
Books.

School B.

The students in School B were

enthusiastic about reading.
themselves as readers.
positive,

When asked to describe

Five students were quite

five others were somewhat positive and one was

negative.
On the pre-study questionnaire,

children in the

first group answered in terms of their reading ability.
"I read good” and "I read very good” were two of the
comments from the group of most positive readers.
other children responded in similar fashion;

Two

one gave a

more specific response to indicate the way in which
he/she perceived a good reader

(MI think I’m a good

reader and I think I read smothly").
questionnaire,
reading".

On the post-study

that child responded ”1 realy like

That was also the response of another child

who had previously written "very good reader".
child who wrote

A third

"I read good" on the pre-study

questionnaire answered "I

like reading" on the post¬

study questionnaire.
Four of these five respondents answered that they
enjoyed reading rather than evaluating their own
ability.

Only one stated "I am a good reader".
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The middle group of five seemed "to enjoy reading
but. did not show a great deal of enthusiasm or
confidence in their abilities.
as

"okay” readers.

Two evaluated themselves

One decided he/she was

great." On the post-study questionnaire,
students reclassified themselves as
who had responded "I

"Not bad.

Not

these three

"good" readers.

One

like reading" reported the same

feeling on the post-study questionnaire.
Only one student evaluated him/herself as a poor
reader

("porly").

This did not change on the post-study

questionnaire.
The students'

descriptions of themselves as readers

was more enthusiastic after the study than before.

This

indicates that Kids & Books had a positive influence on
the reading attitudes of the children in School B.

School

C.

In this

school the children were fairly

detailed when describing themselves as readers.

Eight

students were enthusiastic about their reading;

they

categorized themselves as
"smart",

with one adding

"very good",
"I

"good",

like to read".

or

Two

respondents stated they read in their "spare time".
declared,

"Most books are fun.

Six respondents
their reading.

One

I like to read."

seemed only moderately pleased with

One decided he/she only likes to

cirteen kinds of books".

"read

Another liked to read "but I
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don't a lot".

Three children evaluated their reading by

their ability to recognize words:
"I

am a good reader.

Sometimes

I don’t know words."

"Good on short words and a little good on long
words that I rember seeing before a sounding out."
"I would read about how to make stuff and say the
right words."
One student simply answered "yes".
The other three students could be classified as
less than enthusiastic.
good." Another wrote

One replied,

"I am not very

"slow and lazy." The third left the

question blank.
In the post-study questionnaire,

there were not

many changes among the enthusiastic readers,

although

some of them clarified statements from the pre-study
questionnaires.
reader";

"I'm good" became

"I’m a pretty good

"I read when I want to" became

alot of books in all my years that I

"I have read

could read".Two

students wrote statements which were identical with
those on the pre-study questionnaires.
Moderately enthusiastic readers also showed little
change when answering this question.
only certain books later wrote "I
all the time".

The child who liked

like to read but not

This also expressed the sentiment of the

child who had identified him/herself as being better on
short words than longer ones.
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One child actually

described the way he/she behaved when reading:
am reading

[I]

declared "If

always talk out loud".

"When I

Another child

I was a reader I would read some of the fun

books. "
One respondent appeared to feel more confident
about reading after the study.
questionnaire,

In the pre-study

he/she had written that sometimes

don't know words".

Now he/she claims

"I

"I am a fast

reader."
The most change was evident in the third group.

The

student who did not answer the question in the pre-study
questionnaire wrote

"I think I'm a god reader." The

"slow and lazy" reader classified her/himself as
The third student,

"good".

who had determined her/himself to be

"not very good" declared "I'm not a great reader but I
like to read alot!"
In School C the results suggest that there was some
change in the students'
readers.

perceptions of themselves as

As in Schools A and B,

it was students who had

classified themselves as poor readers who showed the
most change after viewing Kids & Books.

2.

What kinds of books
School A.

do you like to read?

In School A the overwhelming favorite

type of book in the pre-study questionnaire was the
mystery book.

Thirteen children responded that mysteries
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were their favorite choices,
such as joke books,
stories.

some adding other types

horse books,

adventures and ghost

Many also included humorous or "funny" books

in their favorites.
After the study,

the mystery fans remained

essentially the same,

but,

of the children who had

selected only mysteries in the pre-test,
other types of books
history books";
Drew";

in the post-test,

"adventure";

"non-scary mysteries,

"mystry,

several added

e.g.

"mystery and

Garfild,

funny books,

Nancy

and

suspenseful stories".
Fourteen other respondents widened their range of
choices after the study.
("edeventures books" to

Some changed whole categories
"funny books and horse books" or

"What ever interested me" to
and mischiefous books").
choice range

("I

about science,

"drama,

history,

A few narrowed down their

like most types of books" to

ballet,

mistory

"I read

nonfiction and experiments").

students expanded their selections after the study.
reported he/she liked "knight books" before,
changed to

"all kinds".

Two
One

then

An Encyclopedia Brown fan

decided that he/she liked "all kinds" after the study.

School B.

The responses to this question showed

evidence of change,

some of it significant.

changes on all eleven response sheets.

Ill

There were

Two

students reported definite

on their post-study questionnaires.
that he/she

liked

"Hardy Boys"

as

"baseball

favorites

change
One

of

categories

child had stated

and action"

but chose the

on the post-study sheet.

Another child switched from adventure books to
mysteries.
Five

children modified their favorites

humorous books

on the post-study questionnaire.

liked mysteries
and added
fan
when

and

"books

read";

liked

"funny stories"

who

"Fishing

enjoyed

stated that

One

One who

sports

"to read baseball books

in the post-study questionnaire,

child added

include

about ghosts" kept mysteries

"immanganary and funny stories".

stated that he/she
I

to

to his/her answer.

stories

the

same

Another

and Romona the Pest"

"funny stories" were his/her favorites

on

the post-study questionnaire.
Five

children reflected even more

post-study questionnaires.
determined that he/she
after the
or two
the

In each case,

enjoyed

completion of the

specific types

change on their
the

"all kinds"

study,

child

of books

rather than the one

of books mentioned at the

start of

study.

School

C.

The responses

from the

C were more varied than those
grouped into three

categories:
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students

in School B.

in School

They could be

those that reflected

significant change,

those that showed some change and

those that did not reflect change.
Three students did not expand their favorites
during the study.

Their preferences for "snake books",

"animal books" and "mystry books" remained the same.
Five students modified their choices somewhat by
the end of the study.

One who had preferred "fairy

tales" named "Sleeping Beuty" as a favorite and added
The Butter Battle Book by Dr.
"joke books"

Seuss.

for another student.

"Snoopy" became

Three students made

fewer choices on their post-study questionnaires,
as the student who responded "Horror!
pre-study questionnaire,
for me"

such

Snoopy!" on the

but "Horror is the kind of book

later.

The other nine students reflected change,

generally

adding whole categories of books to the post-study
questionnaires.
to

"poetry,

One went from "Pet books,

fiction,

nonfiction".

fiction books"

Another who had opted

only for books by Elizabeth Levy expanded to
+ adventures".

One child,

a fan of

"poem books

"Charrlottes Web and

Books about plants" now likes

"Romona Books and Poatry

Books and any kind of Books".

A mystery enthusiast liked

to read "a lot of books" after the study;

another,

enjoyed Nancy Drew and Beverly Cleary and sports"

who
likes

" to read lots of books but mostly I read mysteries and
fiction".

One respondent liked to read about "fary tails
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& books about egypt"

in the pre-test had preferences

which expanded to include
books,

"fun books,

funny monster

& books about kids!"

Two of the questionnaires reflected specific
authors or books mentioned in the Kids

& Books programs.

One child who liked to read about "birds and blue jays"
decided "I would like to read some of the books like
mama 1 MAMA 2 and more books".

Another respondent added

MacLachlan's Unclaimed Treasures to his/her list.
Fourteen of the seventeen respondents in School C
broadened their reading choices after watching Kids &
Books.

3.

Who are vour favorite authors?
School A.

A variety of authors were represented in

the pre-tests,

but specific authors from the three Kids

& Books programs were added to several questionnaires
after the programs had been viewed.
The majority of questionnaires
change as

(22)

influenced by the programs.

evidenced no

The authors chosen

remained the same on both pre- and post-study
questionnaires,

or were totally different and reflected

no authors from any Kids & Books shows.
Fifteen children responded to one or more specific
authors after watching Kids & Books.

Roald Dahl's name

was added to eight post-study questionnaires;
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Beverly

Cleary's name was added to six;
was added to two;
one.

Patricia MacLachlan's

Shel Silverstein's name was added to

Three children chose Cleary or Dahl before the

study and dropped them in the post-study questionnaire.
This data demonstrates that some of the children in
School A responded to the authors discussed on the three
Kids

& Books programs.

School B.

The children showed appreciable change on

the answers to this question on the post-study
questionnaires.

While not every child named a

particular author on the pre-study questionnaire,

all of

the respondents added a specific author on the post¬
study sheet.
Two of the children named authors not mentioned on
any of the Kids

& Books programs.

hoo wrote the Hardy Boys"

One added "the author

instead of

"laughing brook".

Another child who had written "I dont carr" on the
pre-study sheet in response to this question changed
his/her answer to

"Stephen Manes and other authors".

On the other nine post-study questionnaires one or
more of the authors mentioned on the Kids & Books
programs appeared in the respondents'
On the pre-study questionnaires,
not specify a favorite author.
included "any won";

answers.
four children did

Some of the responses

and "I don't have a vavort author".
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This changed on the post-study questionnaires.
Roald Dahl appeared on three answers.

Beverly Cleary and

Patricia MacLachlan were added to two.

Judy Blume,

books were briefly mentioned on one program,

whose

was added

to two of this group of post-study questionnaires.
Five other children answered this question with
specific favorite authors on the pre-study
questionnaire.
answers;

Beverly Cleary appeared on three

Matt Christopher and John Bellairs were written

on one each.
All

five post-study questionnaires reflected

additional authors who had been featured on Kids &
Books.
sheets;

Roald Dahl was added to all five post-study
Beverly Cleary was added to one sheet;

Patricia

MacLachlan’s name was added to two post-study
questionnaires.
This question elicited the
The students'

'

specific changes.

responses to this question reflected

positive reactions to the authors who were mentioned on
the programs.

School

C.

In this

mentioned on Kids

school,

authors whose work was

& Books definitely affected the

choices of students on the pre-and post-study
questionnaires.

Only five of the seventeen students did
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not modify their choices to include one or more of the
authors featured on a program segment.
names were included on the pre-test,
Seuss,

Judy Blume,

Several authors'

including Dr.

James Herriot and E.

B.

White.

Shel

Silverstein was mentioned on one questionnaire and
Beverly Cleary on six.

No one included Roald Dahl or

Patricia MacLachlan on the pre-study questionnaire.
On the post-study questionnaires,
added Beverly Cleary,
Silverstein,

three added Dahl,

two children
four added

and six added Patricia MacLachlan.

Some students were unfamiliar with authors'
writing

"I

names,

don't look at the authors" and "Don't know

Authors name".

One did not have a favorite author.

These respondents all added MacLachlan to their
post-study questionnaires;

one added Silverstein as

well.
One student chose Ferdinand C.
pre-test,

but declared,

Lane in the

"I have a lot so I

can't think

of them" in the post-test.
One child identified Cleary in the pre-test and
dropped her in the post-test.

Another did the same for

Silverstein.

4.

How often do vou read?
School A.

In School A the responses on the pre¬

study questionnaire varied from enthusiastic
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("every

chance

I

get")

to more clinical

("15 minutes a day").

Eight questionnaires showed change,
some slight,

some noticeable and

in the amount of time spent reading.

One

child jumped from 45 minutes per week to one hour.
Another increased from "Not alot" to

"30 minutes a

night." Another changed from "7 times a month" to "15
minutes a night

(I try to)".

One child increased from "not often" to
much",

another from "evey day" to

who read twice a month now reads
hour".

"a lot"

"very

and another

"once a day for one

One respondent who did not "read often"

"Now I read a little more"

stated

in the post-questionnaire.

According to the written responses,

although in

some cases the amounts of increase were slight,

children

were more aware of the time spent reading.

School B.
questionnaires,

On both the pre-study and post-study
children's answers reflected a moderate

or small amount of time spent on recreational reading
with little change between the two questionnaires.
Eight children reported they read about once a day
or "every night".

On the post-study questionnaire,

of these became more specific

some

("a half hour every day";

"I read when I have time").
One child may have increased his/her reading time.
On the pre-study questionnaire,
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in response to this

question,

he/she wrote he/she read "Two day's a week".

On the post-study questionnaire,

the child wrote that

he/she read "Every wounts in a wale + when I

feel like

it." Another child who had stated that he/she read one
book a month on the pre-study questionnaire stated that
now he/she reads two books per month.

School C.

There was a wide range of responses to

this question.

Six respondents claimed to have

increased their time spent reading by a lot.
children went from "once a week" to

Two

"once a day."

Another increased from "almost every day" to

"two times

a day"

"a chapter

and another from "5 minutes a day" to

a day".

One who formerly read once daily increased to

"Whenever I have a chance to.

But mostly on my spare

time".
Many children did not seem to change the time spent
reading,
e.g.,

although they changed the way they reported it,

from "every day" to
Once child,

weekly,

now reads

"a lot".

who used to read three to five times
"When I

spair time,

or when I want to

read a real good book to make me Happy".
Three students recorded reading less often on the
post-study questionnaire.
Kids & Books apparently did not affect the time
students spent reading in School C.
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5.

What makes vou choose a book?
School_A.

Most children in School A chose a book

based on the cover and the title.
recommendation of a friend,
others

Many appreciate the

teacher or librarian and

like to read the back cover or the first page.

One had an unusual method of making the decision to read
a book:

"I read a sentence out of every chapter."

Seventeen children checked off

"the author" as an

important reason for choosing a book.
identified "you saw it on TV"

Four children

as a reason for choosing a

book in the pre-test.
After the class viewed the three Kids & Books
programs,

two of the above children marked "You saw it

on TV" as a reason for choosing a book and two did not.
Six more respondents

checked TV as a reason for choosing

a book after the study.
selected "the author"

Eleven children who had not

as a reason for choosing a book

did so in the post-study questionnaire.
Although the majority of children did not report
that television was a factor in choosing a book to read,
implying that Kids

& Books influenced the choice,

several children responded to elements in the program in
the post-study questionnaire.

In particular,

the name of

the author influenced a number of the respondents in
School A.

This indicates a stronger response to the

author than before viewing the Kids
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& Books programs.

$Qhg.gl—B.«

On the pre-study questionnaires,

the

great majority of children selected the title and the
cover as their primary reasons for choosing books.
student read a book if a friend recommended it;

One

another

looked for the author's name.

Three children selected

books because it "looks good".

Some children liked to

look through the book and perhaps read a page to
determine whether or not to read it.
There was definite change on the post-study
questionnaires.
was

Choosing a book because of the title

still important to six respondents,

but the same

number now cited the author's name as a reason to read a
book.

Four children responded that "you saw it on TV"

was an important reason.

Three children now look for a

recommendation from a teacher and/or friend.
The data demonstrate that children in School B were
influenced by the viewing of Kids & Books.
in their choices of authors.

particularly

The results further

indicated that children were influenced by their peers
in terms of their reading choices.

School

C.

Like those in School A,

the children in

School C considered the title and cover of paramount
importance when choosing a book.
chose these on the pre-test).
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(12 and 10 respondents

While teacher's,

librarian's and friend's recommendations were mentioned,
those numbers were not as high.
On the post-test,
significantly.

two categories

increased

More than twice as many children wrote

that they would choose a book based on the author after
viewing the programs;

and twice as many said that "you

saw it on TV" would be a factor in selecting a book in
the post-test.
Other reasons

for book selection included the

following responses:
"I heard it was a good storie".
"How small or big the print is".
"When someone talks about it".
In School C a number of students responded
differently on the post-study to this question,
indicating that viewing Kids

& Books did influence them

in their decision to choose a book,
terms of the author.

particularly in

In this school,

results of the

audiotaped discussions suggested that these children
were not particularly affected by children on the
program;

yet the students in School C determined that

watching television was a factor in choosing a book to
read.

This may indicate that Kids

& Books had more of an

impact on this group than the audiotaped responses
suggested the children were aware of.
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Television Profiles

I

chose to

component

(Questionnaires)

include television profiles as a

in this

study.

these profiles was

The

information gathered from

important to me personally,

not to the analysis of the
better picture of the

study.

although

The profiles gave me a

respondents,

their television

preferences and the time spent viewing television.
However,

these questions gave very

about this

study,

In School
watchers.
deal.

One

A,

They

or Kids

& Books

little

information

in particular.

the children were enthusiastic TV

"loved to watch TV"

said that

"T.V.

is ok."

or

liked

it a great

Most of them watched

far more television than they read books.
The children in School
viewers.

More

respondents watched

in either of the other
The children
viewers.
spent a

6.

B were moderate television

in

little television than

schools.

School

C were enthusiastic TV

They enjoyed a wide range of programs and
substantial

amount of time viewing television.

Describe yourself as a TV watcher
School

A.

Fourteen

students described themselves as

enthusiastic TV watchers,
to watch TV";

"I

e.g.

"I

always watch TV".
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love TV

!i";

Three of

"I

these

love

students defined themselves by the amount of time they
watch,

e.g.

Ma lot"

;

After the study,
similar opinions.
viewing

M3 hours a day";

nine of those students expressed

Some qualified their amount of TV

("I have a limit on TV.

each day.").

"I wach to much."

I watch 2 hours of TV

Two respondents stated a change in their

descriptions in favor of reading
but know I read more." and "I
as reading.”)

("I

still watch T.V.

like T.V.

but not as much

One decided he/she watches

"tv more now".

Twelve children liked television moderately well
("I

like TV" and "TV is ok")

and eight of them did not

change their opinions after the study.
change their opinions,

Four children did

viewing television in a more

negative context after the study:
"I don’t really watch any."
"I

just usally watch tv at night or at 4:00 so

I’m

not a great tv watcher."
"I

don’t really watch TV anymore."

"I watch very little TV."
Nine students reported very little TV watching.

A

few became more specific on the post-study
questionnaire,
television:
so

even increasing their time spent viewing

from "once a week" to

I'm fairly low on watching tv";

program" to

"every day";

TV that much" to

"I

"I watch t.v.

from " a speshel

and from "I

don't like to watch

like a lot of programs."
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2 a week

When asked to describe themselves as TV watchers,
two children in School A did not answer on the pre-study
questionnaires.

One student wrote

left the question blank.
questionnaire,

"I

can't";

On the post-study

the first student answered "I

who likes adv.

the other

[adventure]

shows";

am someone

the other decided

that he/she watched TV "a lot".
The students in School A were fairly mixed in the
amounts of time they spent watching television.

School B.

As stated earlier,

the children in this

school did not watch much television.
answered that he/she

"watched TV a lot".

of answers were more moderate:
"I watch T.V.
"I

Only one child
The majority

"I watch TV some";

"I

every day for mabe two hours in all";

and

like to watch T.V."
Two children stated that they watched very little

television.

A few answered the question literally:

sit on the couch and stare on the tv.
for an hour";

"I wath real

"You

and you sit there

close to see what's

happening".
Two others described themselves as

"couch potatoes"

but did not elaborate.
On the post-study questionnaires,
classifications changed very little,
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these

with most of the

children responding to this question in a similar
fashion.

School C.

Of the seventeen respondents,

children were extremely enthusiastic,
television "a lot",

three

eleven liked

and three more seemed indifferent to

television.
The three children who were very enthusiastic were
also very descriptive in their responses:
"It's like I'm stuck to it";
"It's

like I'm glued to it when I watch";

"When I'm watching T.V.
[attention]

I don't pay atoion

to nothing but the T.V."

Of the eleven children who responded very
positively,

most answered the question by defining the

amount of television they watched,
"a lot" or "every day".
television.

with seven answering

Four stated they loved

After viewing the Kids & Books programs,

one

child modified his/her answer changing from "I watch a
lot of T.V." to

"If I was a T.V.

watcher I would watch a

lot of T.V."
Of the three children who said they did not watch
much TV,

one gave a reason in the post-test,

also like to watch t.v.

stating

but not as much as reading".
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7.

What are your favorite programs?
School A.

A whole range of programs was represented

in the response to this question.

Students wrote many

series titles with several using the back of the paper
to include more favorites than the space allowed.

There

was little significant change from the pre-study
questionnaire to the post-study questionnaire.
programs included The Cosbv Show.
the Boss?.
and Cheers.

Full House.

Perfect Strangers

all prime time situation comedies.

Two soap operas,
were noted.

Growing Pains. Who * s

Family Ties.

were represented by The Jetsons.
Days

Favorite

Cartoons

Duck Tales and Smurfs.

of Our Lives and Santa Barbara,

One child chose The Frugal Gourmet.

PBS1s

Reading Rainbow was a choice of only one respondent.

School B.

Situation comedies again proved to be the

most frequent responses to this question.
favorites were Alf.
four votes;

with six votes;

Particular

Full House,

with

and The Cosbv Show and Growing Pains with

three votes each.

One child mentioned Red Sox baseball.

Educational programs

(Square One.

3-2-1 Contact!) were

cited by one respondent.
One child responded that he/she liked "Everything
that is on tv" on the pre-study questionnaire,

but

narrowed it down to two comedies on the post-study
sheet.

Another answered that he/she did not have any
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favorite shows, but decided that he/she liked "funny
shows" on the post-study questionnaire.

One student

answered very few television questions on either test.
That child liked "bil cosbe" on the pre-study sheet but
chose nothing on the post-study questionnaire. Another
student added "Ramona the Pest" as a favorite show. No
one selected Kids & Books on either questionnaire.

School C. There was a great variety of programs
with cartoons such as Duck Tales. The Flintstones and
The Jetsons as a choice in over half the responses.
Other popular choices were comedy shows,

sports,

game

shows and MTV.
In the post-test, Kids & Books was added as a
favorite program for one child.

8. What are vour favorite cable TV programs?
School A. Eight students did not receive cable. One
was not allowed to watch cable television. Most of the
other choices were from both standard and pay cable
networks,

e.g. HBO,

Showtime,

etc. Again,

choices varied

but the pre-and post-study questionnaire responses were
similar.

Choices included Double Dare,

a game show for

children; You Can't Do That on Television; Nickelodeon
and Nick at Night: MTV;

and "eduencher [educational]

programs."
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The community that supports School A has cable
service from a different company than Continental
Cablevision.

Therefore,

children in this group were not

able to watch Kids & Books outside of the study
situation.

One student did include Kids

& Books

in

his/her post-study questionnaire for Question #7.

School B.

Eight children reported that they did not

have cable television in their homes.
respondents reported favorite programs
Stooges.

movies)

Three of these
(MTV.

Three

on the pre-study questionnaire,

but

revealed that they did not have cable television on the
post-study sheet.
No one included Kids & Books as a favorite.

School C.
selected,

Again,

including many programs which were not

designed for children,
e.g.

Dirtv Dancing.

information,
Showtime,

9.

a wide variety of programs was

MTV,

such as movies on pay channels,

Other choices included weather

Nickelodeon,

Shirley Temple and

Cinemax and HBO.

How often do you watch TV?
School A.

Most of the children watched television

frequently and this did not change between the two
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questionnaires.

The viewing times ranged from "once

every two weeks" to
I

"18 hours a day".

identified eleven of the respondents as heavy

viewers,

because they claimed to watch three or more

hours of television per day.

Many stated they watched

"all the time" and "every chance I

get".

After the study

a few children reported that they watched less
television than before or said:
sometimes

"Sometimes

I watch and

I don’t."

Eighteen students watched a moderate amount of
television,

or about one to two hours per day.

said they watched some television "every day".
study,

Seven
After the

one child who had watched "about two hours a day"

now claims to

"watch TV a hour a day

(except on

Saturdays)".
I

considered eight children to be light viewers

because they watched less than an hour per day.
Responses

in this group were varied:

"once a week".
want to",

One child wrote

"one show a day" or

"I watch it whenever I

on the pre-study questionnaire,

the response to

but downgraded

"Hardly never" on the post-study sheet.

In this category,

the children read fairly

frequently but not significantly more than the heavy or
moderate viewers.
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School B.

These answers reflected the trend seen in

Question #1 which indicated that the children in this
group did not watch a great deal of television.
Three children wrote that they watched about four
hours of TV daily.

This amount changed to

"a lot" on one

of the post-study questionnaires and "sometimes" on
another.

I

classified them as heavy viewers.

Five other children could be considered moderate
viewers because their responses indicated that they
watched less than three hours daily.

One child did not

state how much time was spent viewing but wrote

"3:30",

possibly the time that he/she begins watching
television.

On the post-study questionnaire this child

indicated that he/she viewed television "every night".
Because the child also indicated that he/she had no
favorite shows and wrote that "nothing" made him/her
want to watch his/her favorite programs,

I

classified

the child as a moderate viewer.
Three children stated that they watched very little
television.

Responses ranged from

[couple of minutes]

to

a "copel of minise"

"not all that much".

post-study questionnaires,

In the

their answers also reflected

no change.
In this school,

children who watched less

television did not seem to do more reading than those
who spent several hours daily watching television.
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School C.

The responses in this category were

roughly divided into three groups with eleven heavy
viewers,

three moderate viewers and three light viewers.

This corresponds to the answer in Question 6 where
fourteen students obviously watched a significant amount
of television and three did not.
Eleven students classified themselves as every day
viewers,
day".

with one stating he/she watched "the whole

Another responded "Every singal day that I

can!"

One child stated that he/she watched "too much".
Three students limited their time watching TV,
indicating that they watched "when I have spare time"
and "after homework".

Three students watched less

television than the others.
The students in School C who were enthusiastic
about television were often also enthusiastic about
reading.

According to the data,

one activity did not

necessarily preclude the other.

10.

What makes vou want to watch your favorite programs?
School A.

The reasons for watching favorite

programs were many and varied.

Some children had

specific reasons for choosing a show and others were
uncertain.
Six children chose programs simply because they
liked them.

They did not elaborate.
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Seven others found

their favorite shows
made the programs

"interesting" but did not say what

interesting to them.

chose shows that were

Three students

"funny" but were not specific.

Four respondents identified the characters as the reason
why they chose a program.

Other comments

"because they are exgisting

included:

[exciting]

for me";

"to learn more";
"the mess"

(presumably describing Double Dare

or the s1ime on You Can’t Do That on Television);
"I

see the commercial- or I read the book".

The student who selected Kids & Books as one of
his/her favorite programs in the post-study
questionnaire stated that his/her favorite shows

"are

different each week and I want to see what's going to
happen next."

School B.

The reasons for selecting certain

programs were many and varied.
reasons for their choices;

Some children had clear

others seemed to be more

ambiguous.
One child who was a Red Sox baseball fan liked
"action"

in his/her favorite programs.

enjoyed the humor in their favorites.

Two children
Some children

simply stated that they liked their favorite programs.
A few children were unenthusiastic in their
responses.

One did not care,
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another wrote there was no

reason that made him/her turn on a particular show.
child chose a program because of the

One

"time it's on".

Another's reason for watching was that there was
"Nothing else to do".
On the pre-study questionnaire,

one child,

happened to enjoy educational television,
articulate in his/her reasoning

who

was quite

("It tells me

information about the world and about math").

This child

selected sports and comedies on the post-study
questionnaire,

and wrote that he/she watched favorite

programs because

School C.

"It's funny and I

love sports".

Some respondents were clear on why they

watched particular programs.
cartoons" to enjoying the

Reasons ranged from "I

"people on shows".

love

Six

children watched because they found the programs to be
"funny".

Some children watched when others suggested

they do so:

"My Mom,

Dad,

sister,

brother.

They tell me

if it is on." Other specific answers included "To make
me laugh,

To eat snacks with,

and have fun" and "I

to watch these favorite programs is Dr.

like

Seuss when I

turn on the T.V."
Promotional

segments inspired three of the children

to watch programs.

All cited "commercials" as a prime

reason for watching.

A fourth child could have also
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meant the same thing when he/she stated "Because they
look funny."
Other children watched for more negative reasons.
One stated "It's better than doing your homework".
Others watched to ward off boredom,
"because

I

get bord & look at the time if it time for it

to come on I go in and watch it".
I

like this child:

Another watched "when

don't have anything to do".
The pre- and post-study questionnaires provided

objective information to me about some specific ways in
which viewing the three programs of Kids & Books
affected the three student populations during the course
of this study.

The Reading Profiles revealed a great

deal more about the respondents than did the Television
Profiles.
#2,
Kids

In particular,

the results from Questions #1,

and #3 were important in analyzing the impact of
Sc Books

on its audience.

Audio Response Tapes

The audio responses provided more subjective
evidence concerning the impact of Kids & Books than did
the questionnaires.

In each taped situation,

the

students provided much information about their
individual reactions to the people on the programs,
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particularly the studio guests,
characters,

the

"Book Look"

and author Patricia MacLachlan.

The children in School A discussed the shows on
tape with two teachers,
guided the discussion.

who each asked questions and
In Schools B and C,

the

discussions were guided by one teacher each.
The conversations recorded at School B were of
shorter duration than those at the other two schools.
This may have occurred because the teacher tended to ask
questions which invited "yes"
answers.
questions

or "no" or other brief

Although she was provided with suggested
for the follow-up discussions,

she seemed to

refer to them only occasionally.
Apparently the teacher in School C found the
audiotape format a challenge and at the beginning of the
study was quite preoccupied with her equipment.
many comments
children...

("Oh,

She made

I think it's starting to work,

We have to all

cross our fingers and hope

that if we turn it off and play it back it’s going to
come on nice and loud for us").

This concern over the

taping procedure lessened each time she taped a
discussion.
Teacher C tried to encourage discussion and often
repeated a child's answer if there was a lull
conversation.

in the

She questioned many children directly and

wanted to hear from each child.
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Program # 1:

"Meet Roald Dahl"

School A.

The children enjoyed sharing their

responses to the program. When asked by the teacher
which part of the program they liked best,

the first

response was about the "Book Look" section. The children
remembered the characters'

names,

singling out "Straight

A Jose" as a favorite in the first show,

although later

comments indicated they didn't really like him.
book from the "Book Look"
children was The Pinballs.

One

segment which interested the
Some children had seen this

dramatized on television.
The children were familiar with Roald Dahl and
seemed excited that they knew about some of the books
mentioned on the program.

They shared information about

books they had already read with their classmates.

The

teacher did a good job of reinforcing the titles and
encouraging the children to search in her library for
them. One of Dahl's books.
favorite,

The Twits,

seemed to be a

but it was hard to tell because of the

teacher's technique of requesting a show of hands to
indicate interest. The teacher offered to order some
copies of The Twits for the children.
The teacher asked for suggestions to change the
show to make it better. This question elicited five
comments. Responses included adding "more kids"
conversation;

in the

having a show about two authors instead of
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one;

and using

five books

in the

"Book Look"

segment

rather than three.
The teacher ended the
children’s
on the

opinions

about one

show concerning Dahl's

and parents,
responses.

the

statements

for the
I made

attitude toward children

The teacher then invited the

for

students to

about the program and author Roald

at a later time.
Children in School A

enjoyed hearing
to

of

but there was not enough time

share more thoughts
Dahl

discussion by asking

about a

liked the

studio

familiar author.

share their own opinions

guests

and

They were

eager

and wanted to read more

books by Roald Dahl.

School
end of

B.

the theme

asked the

song

of Kids

& Books was playing.

She

children how many of them enjoyed the program.

Presumably some
was

The teacher switched on the tape as the

children raised their hands,

no way of knowing what the number was.

invited the
about Kids

but there

Next she

children to articulate what they had liked
& Books.

The responses were varied but

positive:
"I

liked when they were talking

books

and stuff.

about the

They really made

it very

interesting";
"It helps you

choose the books.
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If you wanted to

read a Roald Dahl book it helps you choose the good
ones'*;
"It tells you the books you never heard of that you
really want to read."
Next the teacher asked if anyone had heard about a
particular book that

"sounded interesting".

Several

students wanted to read more books by Roald Dahl. One
child wanted to read George's Marvelous Medicine because
"it sounded sort of different from all the other books I
read." Another student

liked The Twits and reiterated a

part of the book which he/she had heard on the program
to explain his/her reason for that choice. Two students
liked the humor in The Witches and one stated he/she
"just liked the part we heard

[on the program]." Another

expressed interest in reading Dannv,

the Champion of the

World because of all the hunting he/she heard about on
the program.

Three children responded to this question

with books which were mentioned in the "Book Look"
section of the program.

The students in School B reacted

enthusiastically to books mentioned on Kids & Books and
showed this by their frequent responses.
Next the teacher asked for reactions to the "Book
Look"

segment

("When you saw the "Book Look" section,

what was your first feeling... when it began?"). This
invited comments about the opening segment where the two

<
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"spies" are hiding books from one another. The children
were excited about this part of the program:
"...the people that were spies,
going to go and steal

I thought they were

some books and read them and

tell us about them";
"I thought that one of them had a lot of books and
he was going to drop every single one and then the
other guy was going to pick them up and he was
going to track them down into this

... cave and

then they would read the books to us!"
When asked if they thought there would be a "fun
part coming next" after viewing the "Book Look" opening,
one student loudly said,
disagreed.

"NO!" However,

others

Despite the negative response about the

opening of the "Book Look"

segment,

the data demonstrate

that the students enjoyed this part of the program. As
stated above,

they were able to recall predictions made

about the rest of the segment because the opening
motivated them. One child commented "I thought it was
interesting the way the beginning was." As stated in
Chapter I,

this segment was entirely created by children

for this purpose.
The teacher asked what part of the program the
children liked best and gave some possible answers
("...when they were sitting around talking about the
books,

or the "Book Look"

section or anything else?").
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One child liked the program because "they had my
own book that I just read" and the children on the show
"liked the same parts I liked". Two children liked the
"Book Look" segment. One liked the opening; the other
enjoyed Crazy Chris because she "put her ...whole self
in the

...book".

Several children had suggestions for other Kids &
Books programs. The children seemed to want to be
involved in the production ("We could make our own
little show to make kids want to read those books").
Some of the children expressed interest in being guests
on the shows. One child thought younger students might
like to be included:
"I think that we should see some of the third
[graders] and us on the show ... because some
of the third graders

... would read a book that

maybe we never read yet and maybe they could help."
The presence of the children on Kids & Books made a
significant impression on the students in School B.
These students also responded to the idea that they
might be able to participate in the creation of the
program,

although they had not been specifically invited

to do so. Their responses reflected this possibility,
suggesting that the presence of peers as models in some
way implied ownership in the show.
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School

C.

children to
or to
the

In School

C,

the teacher invited the

come up near the microphone

speak out from the back of the

students

to

if they wished,

group.

say their names when they spoke,

although this was

not one

This

asked for a show of hands

teacher also

answers

to

for me to tell

enjoyed the programs
responses

of the written instructions.

direct questions

impossible

She asked

or preferences,

As

making

up

some

counted the

stated before,

the teacher
some

about whether the tape was working.

discussion time

as

it

she

seemed uncertain about her equipment and had
questions

indicate

exactly how many students

or books unless

on the tape.

to

she

This

took

continued to verify that

the tape recorder was working.
The teacher began by asking how many students had
read any of Dahl’s books,
response until

but seemed to

generate

little

she mentioned specific book titles,

e.g.

■%

Dannv.

the

Champion of the World.

responded to the
lively.

Then several

question and the

children

discussion became more

When she mentioned Charlie and the Great Glass

Elevator,

one

child said,

’’That's

a good book”.

Conversation could be heard in the background in
response to Dahl's
Champion of

other titles,

the World

particularly Dannv.

and Fantastic Mr.

eleven children who had read James

Fox.

and the

counted

Giant Peach

and declared that she had really enjoyed it.
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She

the

When she

mentioned Charlie

and the

Chocolate

Factory,

one

child

hurriedly asked to borrow it.
The response to the
about
One

...

Kids

question

& Books?" was

child answered softly

to encourage

a more

reading
of").

When she

okay".

detailed response
students

asked if

anything new",

One

only mildly enthusiastic.

"It’s

continuously reminding the
honest."

"What do you think

anyone

from the

that they

child remarked that it was

lukewarm
a

("kind

if they had
Some had and one

Other children were

and were eager to

information with the teacher.

share program

The teacher then

encouraged the

children to discuss Kids

the way you're

discussing Don't Just Sit There?

do that about Kids
This

time the

responsive,
about

& Books

("See
Let's

& Books!")
children were

somewhat more

but first required some

"private

about

called Don't Just Sit There which

encourages viewer participation.
familiar with this

"could be

"nice program".

students

seen other similar television programs.
child mentioned one

child,

"got any ideas

response was

Next the teacher asked the

The teacher tried

chats".

discipline reminders

During this part of the

discussion the teacher pointed out that most of the book
titles mentioned were

in the

school

library and stressed

that children shouldn't worry about hurrying to
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finish

the books

.

She suggested the children renew books when

"you can't finish them in one week".
Many children liked to watch their peers on TV.

One

child mentioned he/she liked "when kids were talking" on
Kids & Books.

One child said he/she liked "when they

were doing the ratings".

The teacher asked if anyone

remembered what this was called and generated much
response as many children seemed to remember "Book
Look".

Next the teacher asked about specific "Book Look"

characters and the children remembered the names of the
characters as

"Straight-A Jose'" and "Crazy Chris" who

was a favorite among the group.
things she was saying"

and many remembered the title of

the book Chris reviewed,
apparently did not like
"stupid" and saying

One child liked "the

The New Girl♦

These children

"Straight-A Jose'",

"he looked pretty dumb".

calling him
When the

teacher asked if the group wanted to view "Book Look"
again,

most children emphatically responded,

"No!",

although some did wish to see it.
Finally the teacher asked if,
program,

"any of you feel

after viewing the

like going and getting any of

these books?" Many children responded "Yes!" with
apparent enthusiasm.

The teacher read from James and the

Giant Peach and continued discussing this book and the
storylines of other Dahl books with the children.
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One

child gave detailed information about how to recognize a
witch from The Witches.
The teacher ended the discussion by asking the
children about Dahl's characters and inviting them to
share what they knew about them.
that characters were any of

She told the children

"the people in the book".

Several children shared feelings and information about
Fantastic Mr.

Fox,

other favorites.
Mr.

Fox.

Danny,

the Champion of the World and

When the teacher asked about Fantastic

the children reminded her that she had read the

book to them in a previous grade.
the character of Mr.
guy".

Fox was

Teacher C wondered if

"kind" or a "clever,

One student responded that he was

sly

"kind of both"

and went on to describe a party scene in the book which
demonstrated this.
Dannv.

Another child described the plot of

the Champion of the World and this led to a

discussion about the word "poaching".
At times the children in School C appeared less
impressed with Kids
other schools

& Books than did the children in the

("I don’t like this!").

There were some

side conversations and the teacher interrupted the
discussion several times to discipline certain children.
Some children responded very negatively to the children
on "Book Look",

especially "Straight-A Jose’" who was

called a "boring little punk" by one child.
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The students

did not

say that

they were

in the production of

Program #

2:

School
the teacher
asked the

reviewed the first

sounded

book

...

Kids & Books program and

book that they had never

One child chose The Twits because

like a good book".
"it

"Tickle Your Funny Bone 1",

if anybody had been motivated to

"pick up a Roald Dahl
before?"

interesting and I

I

teacher concluded that

thought

it would be a good

books but

"didn't know

wanted to read that one."
"from the

more books that Roald Dahl

them."

sounded

it wouldn't be probably too hard to read."

he made another one;

still

"it

read

Another selected The Twits because

Another child had read many Dahl

are

involved

Funnv Bone I”

Before viewing

students

in being

Kids & Books,

"Tickle Your
A.

interested

The

show you found out many

wrote"

and that

"some of you

waiting to get the book but you want to read

This technique helped give

information about

whether children actually followed through and read
books which were discussed on Kids

& Books.

Many

children had read books they had heard about on the
show.

Some children reread books after watching the

show.

Other books

read for the first time during the two

week period between the program and this discussion were
.The Enormous Crocodile by Roald Dahl
Roald Dahl.
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and The BFG by

After seeing the second program,
was initiated,

another discussion

the teacher reviewed the program title

and again asked what parts of the show the children
liked.

The first response was

"I

liked the

’Book Look'!”

One student liked this part because he/she had already
read one of the books reviewed and stated "I think they
explained it pretty good." Another liked the character
who dressed "up like the bumblebee"

(Buzzin'

Bill).

One

said "They made it really funny" and liked the
"bumblebee ears" but couldn't remember what book he
talked about.
by "Buzzin'

The teacher repeated the books mentioned

Bill" and one child responded "I think I

might want to read both of them because they're about
summer camps and usually they get into food fights and
stuff like that."
The teacher directed the conversation to the studio
part of the show.

She reviewed the books mentioned by

each child who was a guest on the show.
stimulated responses

from the students.

This review
One student

wanted to read Please Send Junk Food because
pretty neat and I

"it sounded

like to read books that have funny

things in there." Another agreed for "the same reasons."
One student agreed with one guest's assessment of a book
and this led to a conversation about author Jamie
Gilson.
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Next the teacher asked what students might do
you were creating the show.” The students'

"if

analyses of

the program showed noticeable appreciation of the intent
of Kids & Books and demonstrated that many of them were
critical viewers.

Suggestions ranged from reading aloud

from a book on the program to making the show "a little
longer and tell more about books." One student
complained that "they should have different ideas" and
explained that there should be a variety of books on
each show,

not just a show about funny books.

One

student decided that the programs were designed with a
theme

"so that you could remember what it was about and

not get confused".

Ideas for other shows included

"Beverly Cleary or Judy Blume",
to

"Donald J.

Sobol",

and

"bring the author to the show instead of just talking

about it."
The teacher reviewed the titles mentioned on the
program and promised to make a display so the children
could borrow the books,

"share them with friends" and

"even add other humorous books that weren't mentioned ".

School B.

After viewing the second program,

the

teacher in School B again invited the children to share
what they liked about Kids & Books.

One child detailed

an incident about cows giving strawberry milk from The
Hooples on the Highway,

one of the books synopsized by
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the studio guests.

As in the first show,

the opening

segment from "Book Look" was mentioned by a student.
Next the teacher asked if anyone had heard about a
book which seemed inviting to them.

Several children

responded with titles mentioned on the program.

When one

child said he/she would like to read The Hooples on the
Highway because it sounded "funny",
responded,

"It is!" Other children agreed that they

would like to read this book,
Die,

another child

one of the

"Book Look"

specific reason.

as well as A Summer to

choices,

but none gave a

The students responded to many titles

mentioned on the program,

but only the Hooples book

elicited an appreciable response.
When asked about the characters on the

"Book Look"

section,

the children responded with a variety of

answers,

not all of them pertinent.

children liked "Buzzin*
name.

A few of the

Bill" but did not remember his

One remarked that he liked the way "Buzzin1

"talks fast,

not like

'Straight-A Jose''".

asked if that character was

that he was.

"boring"

Bill"

The teacher

and the child said

Another child mentioned one of the studio

guests who had spoken about The Hooples_on the—Highway.
One child remarked that he/she enjoyed the books
presented by the

"Book Look"

characters
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("I

liked when

•they were talking about all different books...like those
commercials").
Finally the teacher asked for "new ideas" for Kids
& Books.

Again,

students wanted to participate:

"...we'd be on and we'd...have puppets

...

the

puppets would be on and think up some books and
tell about them...";
"...I'd like

...the third

[grade]

and us to do a

show";
"Have the whole school put a show together".
The teacher concluded by saying that it would "be a lot
of work" to put a show together.
The children in School B again responded to the
children on the program.

In this show,

to their peers than to the book titles.

they reacted more
Furthermore,

they reiterated their desire to participate in the
creation of their own television programming.

School C.

The teacher in this school was again

unsure of the audiotaping equipment and afraid that the
discussion wasn't being recorded.

In fact,

it was not

difficult to hear the teacher and only occasionally
difficult to understand the children.
She began the discussion by asking if anybody had
"thought anything about Kids & Books since last week?"
One child responded that she had read one of the books
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mentioned on the show
a part she enjoyed.

(Ramona Quimbv.

Age

8)

and shared

Then the teacher stated,

more about the show today.
one quick response.

"Tell me

Did you like it?"

"Yes," was

One child mentioned liking the books

that were discussed.

Other children cited specific

incidents that the studio guests had talked about
("...when he went to camp and got the five dollars and
didn't spend it”).

Another child mentioned liking the

"book about the chocolate factory” and the teacher
reminded him that it was available in the classroom.
child had not taken out the book because

"I

The

forgot".

This technique provided information about whether
students had read any of the books mentioned on the
first program.

Apparently some children had,

but others

did not follow through on any initial motivation.
Many children liked hearing about the

"food fight"

and the jokes that were told during the show.

The group

tried to remember the name of the book which depicted
the food fight and could only come up with "How to
Survive Going to Camp".

The teacher pointed out that if

a student enjoyed some parts of the book,

he or she

might like to read the whole book.
When a child mentioned an incident from the Beverly
Cleary book,

the teacher suggested that they might like

to read others by that author.

She brainstormed titles

with the children to refresh their memories.
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Next the teacher referred to "last week's show".
the one about books by Roald Dahl.

She read short

introductions to some of Dahl's books
Marvelous Medicine.

(George's

The Twits). The children were

responsive to this brief read-aloud session,

laughing

throughout at the teacher's dramatic expression.
The children seemed eager to continue discussing
the program they had seen.
Vacation"

One child liked "Highway

(The Hooples on the Highway) and another

enjoyed hearing about how 4B Goes Wild!

In general, the

students in School C seemed more interested in the
second show than in the first one.

It was not clear

whether it was because of the show's topic or because
they had become more accepting of the program itself.
This time when the teacher asked the group if they
"liked Book Look this week", the response seemed more
enthusiastic. One child thought the books seemed "more
interesting" during this show. The teacher repeated the
titles of the reviewed books to remind the group about
them.

No one seemed to react,

characters

("Buzzin'

so she mentioned the

Bill" and "Straight-A Jose'"). A

few children liked the character of Straight-A Jose',
but the majority did not seem to find him appealing. One
child insisted she/he liked Crazy Chris best.
The next part of the discussion did not
particularly pertain to this study.
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One child was not interested in the "Book Look"
choices because he liked to read about science,
particularly snakes.

The teacher then suggested a book

by Lillian Moore which he might enjoy.
One child knew a humorous poem Mby heart" and the
teacher read two poems from Where the Sidewalk Ends.
Then other children suggested amusing poems to share and
everyone recited "Homework" by Jack Prelutsky.

The group

of students was very responsive to this part of the
discussion,

indicating that these children were very

enthusiastic about poetry.
The teacher concluded the discussion by telling the
children about the next Kids & Books show which would be
featuring author Patricia MacLachlan.

She reminded them

that she previously had read aloud one of MacLachlan*s
books,

Seven Kisses in a Row.

Finally,

she mentioned that Kids & Books appeared

on their cable television system and she gave them
viewing information.

This information prompted some

students to mention that they watched Reading Rainbow
occasionally.

A few children thought that they were

"getting too big" to watch it.
"this program"
you".

The teacher asked if

(“Kids & Books] were the

"right age for

One child answered very negatively

if they

("I don't care

[the children on the show] were 92")

comment caused some laughter.
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and this

The teacher stated that

they would watch another episode of

Kids

& Books the

following week.

Program #

3:

School

"Imaginary Friends"
A.

This program featured an interview with

author Patricia MacLachlan at her home.

The

was conducted by an adult and two children,
had

interview
all

of whom

read MacLachlan's books.
This time neither teacher referred to the previous

Kids & Books program;

there was

no way to tell

the children had read any books mentioned

whether

in the

previous program.
The teacher opened the conversation by asking the
children

if they had read and could

MacLachlan's books.

Several

recommend any of

children were already

familiar with the author due to visits
the community.

she had made to

One child mentioned owning an autographed

copy of Through Grandpa's Eves.
Unclaimed Treasures,

Another synopsized

but couldn't

remember the ending.

The teacher suggested the child reread the book and the
child agreed.
of Minna

One child mentioned The Facts and Fictions

Pratt,

one of MacLachlan's most

The child enjoyed the way the author
mother and father act".

Another

liked

recent books.

"makes Minna's
"the way that her

brother's always humming... 1ines of newspapers."
teacher mentioned MacLachlan's use of musical
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The

terminology and revealed that The Facts

and Fictions of

Minna Pratt had previously been read aloud to the class.
Another student liked Sarah.

Plain and Tall,

but didn’t

have a favorite part.
This introduction to the third program set the
scene for enthusiastic viewing.

The students responded

to the familiarity of books they had either read or knew
about.
Next the teacher asked whether the students heard
about a book on the program or during the discussion
that they would like to read.
Kisses in a Row,
mentioned once;

and Sarah.

Cassie Bineear.

Seven

Plain and Tall were

Arthur for the Very First Time and

Unclaimed Treasures were mentioned twice.
The teacher asked whether there was
the show that you really,
student replied,

"anything about

really enjoyed today?” One

"The fact that Patricia MacLachlan got

to be on the show...they got to interview the author."
Another student responded similarly.
asked if there was anything else,
"I was going to say

When the teacher

a student answered,

'the author'...still,

I haven't seen

an interview with an author before."
The other teacher wondered whether anyone had
learned anything about Patricia MacLachlan that was
interesting to them.

One student remarked that "she

started writing at a young age."
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Another student was

impressed that MacLachlan used her family for
inspiration,

sometimes without realizing it:

’’When she writes she talks about her family and
...sometimes
really,

she never really knows that she

actually remembered something..."

The teacher asked the children to recall events
from the author’s

life that were humorous and that may

have related to their own lives.

Several

discussed their own "imaginary friends".

children
One student

reported an imaginary sister named "Mary and Jessica".
Another’s imaginary friend was created to
me" when older siblings were not.

"be nice to

Another’s

brother had a friend named "Jake-el".

little

One child used to

tell her Cabbage Patch doll all her secrets because
couldn't tell anybody else".

"she

One used to have parties

with her three imaginary friends and,

like MacLachlan's,

her family acknowledged their existence.
The teacher cited an incident about broccoli in
Seven Kisses in a Row where the main character won't eat
broccoli.

She made the class

laugh by telling them that

her son won't either because he is

"convinced that it

[broccoli] will turn him green."
The children's responses to the author interview
and their recognition of the similarities between their
lives and MacLachlan's

indicated that this was an

important facet of the Kids & Books program.
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At a later date,

the teachers met with the children

to see if any students had actually read books by
MacLachlan.
Eves t

Seven Kisses

and Sarah,

Through Grandpa's

Plain and Tall were mentioned.

child had read Mama One.
foster parenting.
the end when I

in a Row.

"I

Mama Two,

One

a book dealing with

liked it," he said,

"especially at

found out that Mama Two and the little

girl were telling the story that happened that day.
The teacher commented that it was

"

" a sad and a happy

book at the same time." The child mentioned that he
owned an autographed copy of Through Grandpa *s Eves.
Most of the group,

including the teachers,

unfamiliar with Tomorrow1s Wizard.
another child.

were

a book mentioned by

He declared that it was

"real funny."

The teacher asked if anyone was planning to read a
book by MacLachlan that "you haven't been able to get
to."

Children chose many of the titles mentioned above,

with Arthur,

for the Very First Time selected by five

students and Tomorrow's Wizard chosen twice.
response,

From the

the teacher concluded that a lot of children

would be reading some of MacLachlan's books.
Many children in School A were motivated to read
books by Patricia MacLachlan.
supported by their teachers.

This

interest was

The teachers'

support was

an important component in the response to this program.
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Finally the teacher asked the children if they had
anything to say about the television program, Kids
Books,

&

and if it inspired them to read a book or offered

them some choices about what to read.

The children

responded by mentioning titles of books from the other
programs which they had read as a result of viewing the
programs.
Factory.

Included were Charlie and the Chocolate
George's Marvelous Medicine,

and Where the

Sidewalk Ends.
Students also had suggestions for improving Kids &
Books.

These included:

Look'!";

"Have more books on

"...more authors...";

'Book

"...more kids to visit";

and "Don't keep asking the same kids about the book."
The teacher pointed out that the studio portion of the
program involved only five or six children and that made
it necessary to keep asking the same children their
opinions.
When the teacher asked what the children would not
want to change about Kids

& Books.

a few children wanted

to see the program expand into one hour in order to
"talk about two different authors" and "talk about a
series

...

by one author." Someone suggested the show be

expanded and should air on "all different channels."
For the most part,
positive.

the students'

comments were

Their ideas were thoughtful and responded to
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several elements already present in Kids & Books.
participation of children;

author's presence.

Many children liked the
child responded,
Look'

e.g.

"Book Look"

segment.

"I wouldn't want to change the

One

'Book

because I read The Dollhouse Murders... it was a

good book and when I
'Book Look'

get older I would like to be in the

to get a book."

Another suggested,

"I think they should maybe have

two kids telling about one book and they could each tell
their different feelings maybe."
According to the teachers on tape,
enthusiastic people
Kids

"Lots of

" would like to see more segments of

& Books if the teachers were able to borrow them.

The children agreed that they would "all like to meet
Mrs.

Gagne" and chanted "Thank you" at the end of the

tape.

School B.

The teacher began this final discussion

by again asking what part of Kids & Books the children
enjoyed most.

One child responded that he/she liked

"Book Look" because
teacher answered,
time."

"Crazy Chris was on it again".

"She seems to be a favorite each

Another child liked the interview with author

Patricia MacLachlan because
and

The

"she told us about her life

...how she got the ideas for her books."
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Other students also enjoyed the interview.

One

student "liked the part where she drawed...some lips on
her post...and she practiced kissing."
was

Another student

intrigued by "the part when she told us how she

would have to write near the window" because

"if she

didn't have a window she couldn't see outside to see
what she was going to write about".
responded that "that was

The teacher

interesting to me too".

The children were willing to share titles of books
that they "had become interested in".

Many of the

children responded that they would like to read Arthur.
For the Very First Time but did not give reasons for
this choice.
children.

Cassie Bineear was mentioned by two

Three children said that they would like to

read The Dollhouse Murders,

one of the books reviewed by

Crazy Chris on "Book Look".
Next the teacher asked if any of the children had
"ever thought about writing".

She suggested that "it

might be a nice idea" to keep a journal and write down
thoughts.
Finally the principal,

who apparently had been

viewing the tape and listening to the ensuing
discussion,
share.

was asked if she had anything she wanted to

The principal reminded the children to read her

newsletters and look for the book reviews.

She had

reviewed three of MacLachlan's books and she thought the
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children might enjoy them.
children to take books
interested in reading

The principal

from her own library if they were
some

of the books.

The principal's willingness to
the

students

provided positive

for them as readers,
to read the books

School
was

C.

making

share her books with

support and role modeling

it easier for the

This

discussion,

unlike the

process,

C were more

about this

program than the

liked this

bedpost.

the teacher and

&

"I

children

discussion

other two.
session by asking how the

episode of Kids

immediately responded
enjoyed the

the Kids

comfortable with the

The teacher began this
students

of

other two,

Perhaps because they were very involved

in using the writing
in School

children

they wished.

held on the day after the viewing

Books program.

invited the

like

it!",

& Books.

One

student

continuing that she

story MacLachlan told about kissing her

Some

children recognized that the

from Unclaimed Treasures,
read the book.

incident was

even though they had not yet

The teacher tried to help the

children

recognize that MacLachlan included incidents

from her

own life

in her books.

She

also

realizing that they also wrote
lives.
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guided the

children in

about incidents

in their

One student decided that she liked this program
better than either of the others because she liked
seeing the author and hearing about her imaginary
friend.
books.

Several

children had read a few of MacLachlan's

The teacher asked them to share their opinions

about what they had read.
Eves.

One had read Through Grandpa's

and the children were able remember what

MacLachlan had said about that book.
[MacLachlan]

One recalled:

"She

said that her mom was going to sell the

house and she didn't want to sell the house so she wrote
a story about it

..."

The teacher continued to relate the children's
writing to MacLachlan's comments,

telling the children

that "you write what you care about."
The children discussed their own imaginary friends
at length with the teacher.
recalling MacLachlan's

The group seemed to enjoy

imaginary friend,

"Mary".

One child appreciate MacLachlan's suggestion to
write about "things you like,

like skateboarding."

The teacher attempted to draw out one rather
reluctant student who was markedly unenthusiastic until
the teacher asked about his favorite part of the
program.

He said it was

"the one when they went to see

the author." He enjoyed the fact that "they were talking
to them

[her]" and decided that MacLachlan looked "kind

of middle aged".
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The discussion then shifted to MacLachlan's book
about a foster mother and child,

Mama One.

Mama Two.

Again the teacher tried to relate this book to
MacLachlan’s life.

One child thought he’d remembered

that MacLachlan had mentioned being tucked in by her
mother.
Apparently the children had been discussing diaries
and journals on the previous day.

The teacher related

this discussion to MacLachlan’s use of journals in
Arthur.

For the Very First Time.

Because the children had seen the Kids & Books
program on the previous day,

several had decided upon

something they might like to read by Patricia
MacLachlan.

The teacher tried to stimulate interest by

asking what books different children chose.

Answers

reflected a variety and no single one of MacLachlan's
books

seemed a more popular choice.
The teacher then decided to have a student read

from Seven Kisses

in a Row to give the children who had

not been present the day before
MacLachlan's writing is

"an idea..."

[of what

like].

This read aloud session ended the discussion.
teacher did not mention either the
or the studio guests'

The

"Book Look" segments

comments.

The children in School C responded positively to
the interview with author Patricia MacLachlan,
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possibly

because they felt kinship with her as writers.
program elicited more enthusiastic,

This

thoughtful comments

from the children in School C than did either of the
other two episodes of Kids & Books.
The next chapter draws conclusions and makes
recommendations based on the findings which have been
described and analyzed.
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CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

This study described the design and implementation
of the television program Kids & Books in terms of its
ability to motivate children to read recreationally.

It

also discovered which facets of this program were most
effective in achieving this goal.
The project involved fourth graders from three
schools,

one urban,

one suburban and one rural.

The

students filled out a pre-study questionnaire which
invited them to describe themselves as both readers and
television watchers.
programs of Kids

Next the students viewed three

& Books.

each with a different focus,

and discussed their feelings about the programs after
viewing.

These discussions were recorded on audiotape.

Finally the students

filled out the same questionnaire a

few weeks after the final

show had been viewed and

discussed.
These results were analyzed in Chapter IV to see
what changes occurred before and after the study.
chapter also reported on the taped discussions.

The
This

chapter presents the conclusions based on those results.
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(A chart summarizing these results can be found in
Appendix E.)
To demonstrate more specific conclusions from this
study,

the pre-

and post-study questionnaires are

summarized for each school.
discussions are examined.

Then the audiotaped

The reactions of the three

student populations are compared.

These are followed by

general conclusions based on the four questions which
guided this

study.

Recommendations

for this study and for the Kids &

Books series are followed by recommendations for further
research in the area of children's responses to
television in relation to recreational reading and
related fields.

Results of the Study

Reading Profiles

(Questionnaires)

The Reading Profiles showed that the students in
all three schools were affected by watching Kids &
Books.

Three areas consistently showed change in all

three schools:

awareness of themselves as readers;

awareness of authors'

names;

peers both on set and in the

and responses to their
"Book Look"

segment.

Additionally the video interview with author Patricia
MacLachlan was

shown to have had significant impact.
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School A.

In this school many students'

about reading showed positive change,

attitudes

particularly those

who were not self-described as enthusiastic about
reading.

The responses of most of the children showed

increase awareness of themselves as readers,

indicating

that after viewing the programs and discussing what they
had seen,

they had become more reflective about reading.

When asked to name what kinds of books they liked
to read,

students

in School A responded positively.

This

question showed that the general categories of reading
choices expanded after watching the three programs of
Kids & Books.

although particular books and authors were

not mentioned.
As explained in Chapter III,

the teachers in School

A were very informed about children's

literature and had

many books which they enthusiastically recommended
available in their classrooms.

The children in School A

were therefore accustomed to having a variety of reading
choices.

It was

likely that these children were already

familiar with many of the books presented on Kids.
Books

(although they may not have read them).

These

factors may have entered into the responses on the preand post-study questionnaires in School A.
In terms of the amounts of time spent reading,
appeared that Kids & Books had no effect upon the
students.

However the children in School A did show
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it

evidence of stronger response to the author's name,
important component in each program,

an

by checking it as a

reason to choose a book after viewing the shows.

School B.

As in School A,

the students in this

school reevaluated themselves as readers at the end of
the study,

especially in the group of students who

evidenced little confidence in their reading ability on
the pre-study questionnaire.

These students showed

increased enthusiasm for reading after the study,
indicating that viewing Kids & Books had motivated them
to respond positively to reading in a general sense.
The reading choices of the students in School B
expanded greatly after viewing the three Kids & Books.
However there was an even more dramatic change in the
authors

selected as favorites by these students after

watching the programs. Kids & Books significantly
influenced the viewers

in School B,

especially in terms

of author selection.
As in School A,

there was little change in the

amount of time spent reading as a result of watching
Kids

& Books.

There was,

however,

a definite change in

response to the reasons for book selection.
viewing Kids & Books,

After

the students in School B decided

that television was a factor in choosing a book,
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as was

a peer recommendation and,

as indicated before,

the

author's name.

School C.

In School C,

it was the self-described

"poor" readers who showed the most change in attitude
after the study.

This suggests that Kids & Books offered

motivation to these self-proclaimed "reluctant readers".
Many of the students in this school indicated
expansion of reading choices after the study.

Because of

the greater variety of choices indicated by the children
in School C on their post-study questionnaires,

it can

be assumed that Kids & Books had an impact on the
students

in terms of their reading choices.

Some

students were influenced to read a specific book;

others

appeared to be influenced in a more general way.
Additionally,

results

indicated that children strongly

responded to authors whose work appeared on Kids &
Books.
As in the other schools,

viewing Kids & Books did

not seem to affect time spent reading.
In this school,

there was significant increase in

those students who chose a book based on the author and
those who chose a book because they "saw it on TV".
indicated that the students

in this school had been

motivated to choose books because of Kids &_Books.
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This

The fourth grade students from all three schools
participating in this

study showed increased awareness

of themselves as readers and responded positively when
asked to describe themselves;
be classified as
most change.

those children who could

"unenthusiastic readers"

showed the

The children showed marked response authors

who were discussed on Kids & Books:

many children

expanded categories of reading choices after the study.
In each school some children appeared to have been
influenced by television as a factor in choosing a book;
many children also decided that the recommendation of a
peer would be a factor as well.

Television Profiles
As

(Questionnaires)

stated before,

the Television Profiles were not

particularly important to the analysis of this study,
but were designed to give me a better picture of the
students who participated.
The students in School A watched a variety of
programs and were varied in the amounts they watched.
School C,

In

more students spent a great deal of time

watching a variety of programs.

Descriptions of

themselves as TV viewers were vivid.
the rural school,

Only in School B,

was there evidence of television as

less of an influence than in the other schools.
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Students

at this school named fewer favorite programs and seemed
less informed about what was offered on television.
In all three schools there was

little correlation

between the amount of time spent reading and the amount
of time spent watching television.
Only one child in any of the schools selected Kids
& Books as a favorite program.

This indicated that Kids

& Books was associated with a school activity and not
with general television viewing.

Audio Response Tapes
The audio response tapes in each school gave a
clearer picture of how the students responded to the
people on the three Kids & Books programs.
School A.

The students in this school were already

familiar with many books mentioned on the programs.
enjoyed sharing their own responses to the books.

They

Many

children said they read certain books as a result of
viewing Kids & Books.

Clearly,

the show had been a

factor in the selection of these books.
The children in School A were very willing to share
ideas about improving Kids & Books.
responses

Their ready

indicated an eagerness to participate in the

creation of television.
The taped responses of these children also
indicated a strong response to the interview with author
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Patricia MacLachlan.

The video image of a living author

made a strong impact on the children in School A,
indicating that this was a valuable component in Kids &
Books.

School B.

The students in School B were also very

responsive to Patricia MacLachlan's

interview.

They were

even more responsive to the idea that they might be able
to create television like the children on the
Look"

segment.

"Book

The students had many ideas about

programs of their own.

They were obviously confident

about their ability to create programming/ This
indicates that the peer role modeling on Kids & Books
may have inspired the children in School B.

School C.

The children in School C reacted less

positively during the taped discussions than did the
children from the other two schools.

These children did

not respond to the idea of creating their own
programming in any way,

although this may have been

because the teacher did not initiate any discussion in
this area.
However the children in this school were very
responsive to the interview of Patricia MacLachlan.

They

related to her in terms of her writing methods rather
than to specific titles,

perhaps because of their
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perspectives as themselves as writers.

They indicated

that they wanted to read books by MacLachlan.

Because of

this obvious response to the author interview and
because of the change in tone of the discussions,
evident that Kids

it was

& Books played a role in motivating

the children in School C.
The children in all three schools responded
enthusiastically to the presence of the other children
on the Kids & Books programs.

Many of the students

reacted to comments made by the studio guests and some
expressed a desire to also be on the program.
the children liked the

"Book Look"

the ones with Crazy Chris.

segments,

Most of
especially

In all three schools,

students responded very positively to the interview of
author Patricia MacLachlan,
was

indicating that this segment

important to the children.

Conclusions

Four questions guided this study and these will be
the focus of the general conclusions.

The questions

were:
1.

Does Kids & Books motivate children to read

recreationally?
2.

If so,

which segments of Kids & Books were most

effective in accomplishing this?
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3.

How was the

"Book Look" segment perceived?

What

seems to be the effect of these televised peer
recommendations ?
4.

What other factors motivated the children

participating in this

2^t_Does

Kids

study to read?

& Books motivate children to read

recreationallv?
The results of this study indicated that Kids &
Books did play a role in motivating some of the
participating children to read.
discussions,

Judging by the taped

children enjoyed discovering new titles by

a favorite author

(Roald Dahl)

and reading other titles

suggested on the programs.
The questionnaires showed results as well.

Some

children indicated that they read more often or that
they liked reading more after the three viewing
sessions.

On their post-tests,

many children wrote names

of authors who were mentioned on the programs and
categorized them as

"favorite authors".

In particular,

Patricia MacLachlan's work was very popular after the
program which included the interview with her.

/
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2.

If

so, which segments of Kids & Books were most

effective in accomplishing this?
There were two areas which clearly generated a
great deal

of positive reaction on the part of the

children in the study:

the peer recommendations and the

author interview.
The children seemed to enjoy the quirky characters
on the

"Book Look"

segments of each show,

often

mentioning them in the follow-up discussions.

Although

they could not always remember the book titles mentioned
in each segment,

the respondents could often pick out

the one title which appealed to them,
reviewed by a favorite character.

The children had no

trouble remembering the characters’
the

"Book Look"

discussions,

or which was

names or the name of

segment when asked in the taped

although they could not always name the

book titles themselves.
The children who were studio guests also stimulated
a positive reaction in the fourth graders.

The children

liked hearing about certain parts of the story and
remembered them in the discussions,

although they did

not seem to recall the names of any of the studio
guests.

When discussing the shows afterward,

the fourth

graders often commented how much they liked hearing what
the guests had to say.

Some children expressed the

desire to become studio guests themselves.
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The author interview also had a substantial impact
upon the viewers.

Many children had not heard of

Patricia MacLachlan,

or had heard of her but were

unfamiliar with the body of her work.

This was obvious

both in the responses to the program after viewing it
and in the post-study questionnaires which showed a
dramatic rise in MacLachlan’s name as a favorite author.
According to the tape,
MacLachlan,
interview.

many children read books by

or intended to,

after watching the

Some children recommended that there be an

author on every show,

or that the author come to the

studio another time.

3.

How was the

’’Book Look” segment perceived? What seems

to be the effect of these televised peer
recommendations ?
As stated before,

these segments were very well

received by the fourth graders.

The children enjoyed the

humor embodied in the characters,

their unusual

appearance and the delivery of their reviews.
III

In Chapter

it was mentioned that this segment was primarily the

creation of junior high school students.
known as the

’’Book Look Crew”,

The students,

lobbied for these

characters instead of appearing as themselves.

They

believed that the characters would add rather than
detract from the reviews and that child viewers would
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enjoy them.

Despite my own misgivings,

their judgment,

I acquiesced to

believing that they were closer to the

audience than I.

The Book Look Crew was right!

This

illustrates one way in which children were in charge of
the creation of their own TV.

4.

What other factors motivated the children

participating in this study to read?
I believe a variety of other factors influenced the
children participating in this study to read.
influence,

Certainly

the obvious

factors of parental

past success

at reading,

amount of time spent viewing television,

and

schedule of activities would be different for every
child in the study.

However some general conclusions

can be discerned.
The teachers involved in the study had a
substantial

impact on the results.

Teachers who placed a

high priority on recreational reading,
themselves,

were motivators

who read aloud to students and who had a

great variety of books available for the children were
able to assist the project by their follow-up
activities.

Teachers from Schools A and C were included

in this category.
The teacher from School B was not as informed about
children’s

literature and did not have access to as many

materials as the other teachers.
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However the principal

at the school was a fan of Patricia MacLachlan’s books
and influenced the children in that class by her
enthusiasm.
Another significant,

but related factor,

was the

availability of books mentioned on the programs.
case of the first program

("Meet Roald Dahl"),

books were available quite readily.

In the

Dahl’s

Most libraries stock

them and many individual classroom teachers own copies.
They are easily found in bookstores.

Many of

MacLachlan’s books have become more available as well.
However,

some of the humorous books mentioned on the

second program were difficult for the children to find.
They may have been out-of-print or not purchased by a
library.

Many children seemed to be stimulated to read

other books of the same type if the book they wanted was
unavailable.

Recommendations

for the Study

Although this study did provide data which served
to give information concerning the four questions upon
which this study was based,

the following suggestions

would serve to improve the quality of the data and the
results:
1.

The presence of a researcher in the classroom

while the children were viewing the tapes and discussing
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them afterward would provide information about their
physical and visual responses to the programs.
2.

As an alternative,

videotaping the discussion

sessions would enable the researcher to view these
discussions and gather information on responses of
specific children as well as the entire group.
3.

The questionnaires would be more effective in

terms of creating Reading Profiles if they were expanded
to include more information about reading choices and
access to books.

Furthermore,

a gender indication on the

part of the respondent would provide more in-depth
information about this aspect of children as readers.
4.
programs

If more time was allowed between viewing the
(e.g.

three weeks

instead of two weeks),

the

children participating in the study might be able to
read more of the books that they were interested in.
This

study indicated that the children were motivated to

read certain books,
5.

but not that they did read them.

The students enjoyed the performances of the

"Book Look"

characters,

but could not always remember

the books which had been reviewed.

While characters like

"Buzzin*

Bill" entertained the audience,

support,

(e.g.

more visual

graphics of book titles) would help the

viewers remember the titles so that they could get the
books if they desired.
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6.

If uniform sets of the books mentioned on the

three Kids & Books programs were provided to the
schools,

more children would have access to the books.

This may have made a difference in the amounts of books
read at each school

in this

Recommendations

In order for Kids
effective tool

study.

for Kids

& Books

& Books to become a more

for motivating children to read in a

classroom setting,

I would make the following

recommendations:
1.

Annotated reading lists should accompany each

Kids & Books program.

Books recommended for reading

should be in print or generally accessible.

When books

are discussed which are not easily available,

this

should be made clear on or after the program with
possible suggestions for acquiring the books.
sets of books
2.

Ideally,

could accompany each videotape.

Include

"Book Look"

segments on each program.

Develop other child-created segments which promote
libraries,

book characters,

authors,

positive attitudes

about reading.
3.

Feature author interviews frequently.

interviews which are
visits to the studio.

"roll-in"

Combine

segments with author

Continue to involve children in
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writing and interviewing the authors.

Make a series of

author interviews by students.
4.

Improve technical aspects of programs.

Add

graphics which attract children.
5.

Increase outreach and promotion.

Children cannot

watch programs if they are not aware of them.

Outreach

could involve contacting area school districts,
libraries,

hospitals,

volunteer groups,

e.g.

after school programs and
Girls Scouts.

Kids & Books could

be extensively promoted on Continental Cablevision
channels.

Promotional materials could be distributed to

schools and other organizations,
and bookstores.

Furthermore,

as well as libraries

videotapes of the series

could be donated to libraries for public circulation.
(Donations of the Book Look in Britain and On the Fairv
Tale Trail

series have been made to some libraries.)

Recommendations for Further Research

This

study was undertaken to provide a description

of the design and implementation of Kids & Books.

a

television series which promotes recreational reading in
children ages

9-12 years old,

"middle aged reader".

often identified as the

During the course of the project,

it became apparent that other areas of research would
add to the body of knowledge concerning children,
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television and recreational reading.

The following

section of this chapter outlines some of these areas:
1.

While it was determined that Kids

& Books would

indeed promote recreational reading in a school setting,
would such a program be able to influence child viewers
in an unstructured situation such as viewing at home?
With far more distractions,
concerns,

such as telephones,

family

a remote control channel changer and no

immediate accessibility of specific books,
viewer watch Kids

would a child

& Books or a similar program? What

other factors would influence the child? What sort of
success rate would a program such as this have against
network,
2.

pay cable channels and other options?
If involving children in the creation of their

own television is a powerful motivator for the audience,
what is the impact on the child creators? What other
television programs exist which involve child-created
segments

?

individual,

What creative processes,
are used?

both group and

How are the processes involved in

the creation of television different from those used in
other forms of communication?
3.

What other methods exist for motivating reading

by peers?

How were these methods developed? What is

their success rate?

What is the theoretical basis for

such motivating techniques?
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4.

How does the manner in which teachers question

students affect change in attitudes? What questioning
strategies are most successful

in eliciting students

responses?
5.

How does a difference in gender affect

children's responses to television in terms of
recreational reading?

What differences occur in

response to peer motivation? How do males motivate their
peers to read? What happens when females motivate peers?
How do males and females view opportunities for creating
television programming?
6.

What is the nature of the impact of an author on

a child? How does this change when children see authors
on television? When they meet authors in person?
does this
7.

How

influence children as readers and writers?

Do children prefer adult-directed book

discussions or discussions guided by their peers? What
are children responding to in each case?
8.
names
this

In this study,

some children spelled authors'

correctly on the post-study questionnaire.

How did

change in spelling come about? What types of visual

support guide children in remembering what is important
to them? What kind of connection to the authors might
this suggest?
9.

Conduct an attitude study of middle grade

teachers.

Would they use Kids & Books in their
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classrooms?

If not,

why not?

If so,

in what ways would

teachers use the program? What additional outreach
materials would be helpful to those who chose to use the
programs?
10.

Conduct a wider research effort.

children,

more classes.

For example,

Include more

how does Kids &

Books affect sixth graders? What effects do the author
interviews and peer motivators have on older children?
11.

Conduct a follow-up study on the participants

of the Book Look Crew to determine change.

What is the

long-range impact on this specific population?

Summary

This chapter has presented general conclusions and
recommendations based on the study done to determine
whether a television program,

Kids & Books.

can be

considered a medium to lead children to literature.

In

each of the three schools where this study was
conducted,
reading;

children showed changes in attitude toward

they expanded reading choices;

they showed

significant response to authors mentioned on the
programs and in particular to author Patricia
MacLachlan;

and they responded positively to other

children who served as peer motivators.
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It is my hope that other educators will explore the
use of television as a medium which can motivate
children to read for pleasure.

Furthermore,

I would

encourage television professionals to support educators
who are willing to include children in the process of
television production.
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TO: Parent/Guardian of Grade Four students in Room_
at ___ School
FROM: Kathleen D.
Gagne, Doctoral Student, School of
Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
MA
RE:

Participation in Research Study on Recreational
Reading Habits and Choices of Fourth Graders Who
Have Viewed Kids & Books

I am a sixth grade teacher in Springfield and a doctoral
student at the School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. For my dissertation, I am
studying the effect of a television series, Kids &
Books, which I co-produce and host, upon fourth grade
students at this school.
I am particularly interested
in the way in which television can be used a medium to
entice children into literature. In addition, I am
curious to discover which segments of Kids & Books are
most appealing to fourth graders.
This class is one of three fourth grade classes in the
area that I have chosen to participate in this study.
These fourth graders will be asked to help by viewing
three separate programs of Kids & Books and responding
to questions asked via videotape by characters on the
show.
These responses will be audiotaped by the
teacher.
The students will also be asked to fill out
pre- and post-survey questionnaires relating to their
reading and television habits and preferences.
It is important to me that the children do this
voluntarily, anonymously and openly. I will try to
insure this behavior in these ways:
(1) The teacher will instruct the children that
they may participate in this study and that none of
their answers or responses will influence their grades,
either positively or negatively.
(2) The children will be anonymous. In the preand post-survey of reading and television habits and
preferences, each student will be assigned a number so
the two responses will correlate. These numbers will be
known only to the teacher.
(3)
I will not personally interact with the
students.
This is important because, as producer and
host of Kids & Books and a "television personality, I
would not want my personal influence to contaminate the
results of the study.
I will use the information gathered in the study for
presentation in my doctoral dissertation. I may also use
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it. for workshops and presentations for teachers and
other professionals and possibly for articles. I will
use no student names in this study and refer to your
school as an "elementary school in the greater
Springfield area." I hope you will allow your child to
participate in this study which will in no way conflict
or replace standard curriculum and will occur during
regular school hours. You are, however, under no
obligation to allow your child to participate in this
study. Your child will not be placed at a disadvantage
now or in the future if you elect not to grant
permission for him/her to take part. No grades or
evaluation will be affected by participation in this
study. Furthermore, if you agree now to allow
participation in this study but later change your mind,
you may withdraw permission at any time without
prejudice.
In order for your child to take part in this study, you
must sign the written consent form provided below. If
you have any questions about this study or would like
further information, please call me at-.
In signing the form below, you are agreeing to take part
in the study under the conditions set forth above. You
are also assuring me that you will make no financial
claim on me now or in the future for your participation.
Thank you for considering my request that you allow your
child to participate in my research.

Kathleen D.

Gagne

Parent's or Guardian's Consent: I, _
_have read the statement
above and agree to my son's or daughter's participation
in the study under the conditions stated therein.

Signature of Parent or Guardian

Date
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READING/TELEVISION PROFILE QUESTIONNAIRE

My number is

Thank you for helping me out in my study. Please answer
these questions honestly and do not worry about giving
the "right" answer. There aren’t any right answers!
Whatever you wish to say is the only important answer.
1.

Describe yourself as a reader.

2.

What kinds of books do you like to read?

3.

Who are your favorite authors?

4.

How often do you read?

5.

What makes you choose a book?
--the cover

--the title

--teacher recommends it
--friend recommends it

--the author

--you saw it on TV
--librarian recommends it

--another reason _

6.

Describe yourself as a TV watcher.

7.

What are your favorite programs?

8.

What are your favorite cable TV programs?

9.

How often do you watch TV?

10.

What makes you want to watch your favorite programs?
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TO THE TEACHER:
Thank you for helping me out! Here are some
instructions about handling this whole thing. The timing
is up to you, but I'd like to be able to have all the
sheets back by November 1, 1988.
The permission slips have to be returned before you
start. I'm hoping there won't be too many questions for
you to deal with but you can refer anyone to me who
wants more information.
First you pass out the questionnaires. Each student
should be assigned a number which he or she will retain
throughout the study. I don't want to know anyone's
number.
Relax the students and assure them that their
honest answers are all that is important. Collect the
questionnaires and keep them for me.
There are three shows for viewing by the children.
After each show is seen, please talk over the programs
with the kids. A list of suggested questions is
included. These discussions must be audiotaped (tapes
are provided in the kit).
Children may be motivated to read recreationally
but won't if the books aren't available. I will provide
some copies of the books mentioned to you, but it would
be wonderful if you could supplement this with copies
from your school and local libraries. To get you
started, the first two shows involve books by authors
Roald Dahl and Patricia MacLachlan. A complete list of
books mentioned will be provided. Some sort of display
would be an effective means of reinforcing these book
titles.
Included in your kit are: videotape of three Kids &
Books programs; audiotapes; permission slips; pre- and
post-questionnaires; copies of books; teacher
instructions and suggested questions.
Please don't hesitate to call me about any
questions or concerns. Thanks again for helping out.

Kathy Gagne
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GUIDELINES FOR DISCUSSIONS

Suggested questions to accompany tapes:

What did you think about the show?
What parts did you enjoy?
Why did you like those parts?
Who remembers a book mentioned on the show?
What's the title?
Who might want to read that book or one like it?
Why?
What do you think about the Book Look segment?
Which character do you remember?
Which book might you want to read?
Who might want to try a Book Look of their own?
How did you like meeting the author?
What did the author tell you that might make you want to
read the book?
What might you ask an author?
Who wants to see a part of the show over again?
What would you add to Kids
show?

You
can
has
the
you

Why?

& Books to make it a better

will think of better questions, I'm sure, but these
guide you. I would also like you to ask if anyone
read anything they heard about on the program before
second and third segments ("Did you read anything
heard about on the show we saw a few weeks ago?").
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SAMPLE TIME FRAME FOR KIDS & BOOKS

2:00

Welcome and introduction of children,

book

and theme

2:00

Break

(Roll-in #

1)

6:00

Introduction of community guest,

author,

or

detailed discussion of book or issue

3:00

Break

(Roll in #

2)

6:00

Discussion of roll-in and book with guest
and children

3:00

Break

6:00

Recap,

(Roll-in #

3)

final discussion,
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close of show
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COMPARISONS OF THE THREE POPULATIONS
USED IN THIS STUDY
School A

School B

suburban
large group--two teachers
literature-based reading
program
signs promoting books
many books available
--classroom library
--school library
--town library
children familiar with
books and authors

rural
small group--one teacher
traditional reading
program
self-contained class
involved principal
some books available
--classroom library
--school library
--town library
--principal’s library
no cable TV service
no signs promoting books

School C
urban
small group--one teacher
writing process class
some books available
--school library
--city library
Kids & Books available at home on cable TV
no signs promoting books
many interruptions
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CONCLUSIONS FOR THE THREE POPULATIONS

School A
~ reluctant readers" showed most change in
positive attitude development
--reading categories expanded
--increase in response to authors' names
--many students chose books mentioned on Kids &
Books
--children willing to share ideas about how to
improve Kids & Books
--children responded with great enthusiasm to
author interview (Patricia MacLachlan)

School

B

--less confident readers showed positive changes in
reading attitudes
--reading categories expanded
--many more children selected "author" as reason
for choosing books
--television chosen by some as a factor in choosing
book
--children very responsive to possibility of their
participating in creating television
--students had many ideas to improve Kids & Books
--children were confident of their ability to
create programming
--children expressed appreciation of author
interview (Patricia MacLachlan)

School

C

--"poor readers" showed most change in attitude
--greater variety of reading choices
--increase in selection of author’s name as reason
for choosing book
--some children chose books because of television
--children did not indicate they were particularly
interested in creating television programming
--children more responsive to program featuring
author interview (Patricia MacLachlan) than other
two shows
--change in tone of discussion after children
viewed Show # 3 (author interview)
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